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Abstract

The advent of the third generation mobile radio system UMTS has

been a vehicle for extensive research in the area of high-performance
transceivers. The demand for low-cost solutions has driven the fo¬

cus towards eliminating expensive external components by the use of

highly integrated architectures.

The stringent specifications of the WCDMA system poses signifi¬
cant challenges to the design of direct-upconversion CMOS transmit¬

ters, which forms the subject of this dissertation. Design techniques
are explored that allow operation at low supply voltages, while still

maintaining a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio at the output to provide
the phone makers with the option to remove costly external filters

and reduce the overall cost. A major challenge is to devise circuit and

calibration techniques that sufficiently suppress carrier leakage over

the complete gain control range.

This dissertation presents a highly-integrated, direct-upconversion
transmitter IC implemented in 0.13um CMOS technology and operat¬

ing at a supply voltage of 1.5V. With carrier leakage suppressed by an

automatic calibration loop including an on-chip RF power detector,
the transmitter meets all specifications for type approval. It achieves

good linearity, high unwanted sideband suppression and guarantees
excellent linear-in-dB gain accuracy over its complete gain control

range of lOldB. With 68mW, the power consumption is far lower than

most published transmitters for this application in any technology.
This work demonstrates that direct-upconversion and CMOS tech¬

nology are viable and cost-effective alternatives to superheterodyne
and BiCMOS, not only for low-performance standards but also for

very demanding applications such as WCDMA.

ix
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Kurzfassung

Die Einführung des Mobilfunksystems der dritten Generation UMTS

war eine treibende Kraft für Forschung und Entwicklung auf dem Ge¬

biet der Hochleistungstransceiver. Die Forderung nach billigen Lösun¬

gen hat den Schwerpunkt auf hochintegrierte Architekturen gelegt, um
damit teure externe Komponenten einzusparen.

Die strengen Systemspezifikationen stellen grosse Herausforderun¬

gen an die Entwicklung eines homodynen Senders dar, welcher Gegen¬
stand dieser Dissertation ist. Neue Entwurfstechniken werden unter¬

sucht, welche den Betrieb bei tiefen Versorgungsspannungen erlauben,
ohne jedoch den Rauschabstand am Ausgang zu beeinträchtigen. Dies

ermöglicht den Mobiltelefonherstellern externe Filter zu entfernen,
was zu einem billigeren Produkt führt. Eine grosse Herausforderung
ist es Techniken zu entwickeln, wie man das Durchsickern der Träger¬
frequenz über die gesamte Leistungsregelspanne unterdrücken kann.

Diese Dissertation präsentiert einen hochintegrierten, homodynen
und in 0.13um CMOS Technologie hergestellten Sender, welcher bei

einer Versorgungsspannung von 1.5V betrieben wird. Da die Träger¬
frequenz durch eine automatische Abgleichsschleife unterdrückt wird,
besteht der Sender alle Zulassungsanforderungen. Der Sender ist

sehr linear und garantiert eine ausgezeichnete Genauigkeit der Aus¬

gangsleistung über die gesamte Regelspanne von lOldB. Mit 68mW

ist der Leistungsverbrauch viel tiefer als bei den meisten publizierten
Sendern für dieselbe Anwendung in irgendeiner Prozesstechnologie.

Diese Arbeit veranschaulicht, dass Homodyne und CMOS Tech¬

nologie eine kostengünstige Alternative darstellen zu Superhetero¬
dyne und BiCMOS und zwar nicht nur für einfache sondern auch

für anspruchsvolle Anwendungen wie zum Beispiel WCDMA.

xi
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Résumé

L'introduction du système de téléphone mobile de la 3eme-génération
UMTS a été un véhicule pour la recherche dans le domaine des émet¬

teurs/récepteurs haute performance. La demande pour des solutions

à bas coût a concentré les efforts vers l'élimination de composants
externes par l'utilisation d'architectures hautement intégrées.

Les spécifications rigoureuses du système WCDMA posent des

défis importants pour la conception d'un émetteur à conversion di¬

recte, constituant le sujet de cette dissertation. Des techniques de

conception sont explorées, permettant le fonctionnement à de faibles

tensions d'alimentation, tout en maintenant un rapport signal-sur-
bruit suffisant pour permettre au constructeur de téléphone mobile

de s'affranchir de l'utilisation de filtres externes coûteux et de baisser

le coût général. Un défi particulier est de concevoir des techniques
efficaces qui éliminent suffisament la fuite de la porteuse sur toute la

gamme de contrôle de puissance.
Cette dissertation présente un émetteur à conversion directe im-

plémenté dans une technologie CMOS 0.13p.m et fonctionnant à une

tension d'alimentation de 1.5V. La fuite de la porteuse étant éliminée

grâce à une boucle de calibration automatique, l'émetteur passe toutes

les spécification d'approbation. Il atteind une haute linéarité et garanti
une précision de contrôle de puissance excellente sur toute sa gamme

de lOldB. Avec 68mW la consommation est bien inférieure à la plu¬
part des émetteurs publiés dans n'importe-quelle technologie.

Ce travail montre que la conversion directe et la technologie CMOS
sont une alternative viable et rentable par rapport au superhétérodyne
et au BiCMOS, pas seulement pour des standards de basse perfor¬
mance mais aussi pour des applications exigantes comme le WCDMA.

xiii
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Sommario

La nascita della terza generazione di sistemi radio mobili UMTS ha

dato avvio ad una estesa ricerca nell'area di transceivers di alta qualità.
La nécessita di sistemi a basso costo si è focalizzata nello sviluppo di

architetture integrate al fine di eliminare componenti esterni costosi.

Tema della présente tesi è lo sviluppo di trasmettitori CMOS a

conversione diretta, i quali richiedono un particolare impegno, date

le rigorose specifiche cui i sistemi WCDMA devono sottostare. Di¬

verse tecniche circuitali vengono esaminate per permettere il corretto

funzionamento e il mantenimento di un sufficiente rapporto segnale
rumore anche in corrispondenza di basse alimentazioni, in modo da

consentire una riduzione ulteriore dei costi di produzione, tramite

l'eliminazione di filtri esterni costosi. Inoltre si farà riferimento a tec¬

niche di calibrazione che sopprimano sufficientemente il carrier leakage
all'interno di tutto l'intervallo di intéresse del guadagno.

Questa tesi présenta un trasmettitore a conversione diretta, re-

alizzato ad alto grado di integrazione, in tecnologia 0.13um CMOS,

opérante a 1.5V. Un ciclo automatico di calibrazione che include un

rivelatore di potenza on-chip a radio frequenza riduce il carrier leak¬

age, in modo da soddisfare tutti i requisiti d'omologazione. Il dis-

positivo ottiene buona linearità e garantisce un'ottima precisione di

guadagno su tutto l'intervallo di intéresse di lOldB. Il consumo di

68mW è molto inferiore rispetto ai già noti trasmettitori, realizzati in

differenti tecnologie per le medesime applicazioni.

Questa tesi dimostra che la conversione diretta e la tecnologia
CMOS sono efficienti alternative all'architettura super-eterodina e al

BiCMOS e non solo in caso di applicazioni caratterizzate da requisiti

rilassati, ma anche in caso di applicazioni sofisticate quali WCDMA.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last decade, the cellular phone market has evolved beyond
simple voice communication towards advanced and more flexible data

services allowing internet access and multimedia applications. The

advent of the third generation mobile radio system UMTS (Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System) has been a major driving force

of the recent research activity in wireless transceiver design. This

chapter presents the motivation behind this dissertation, highlights
the main research contributions and describes the structure of the

thesis.

1.1 Motivation

Technological progress within the wireless industry is driven by the

demand for low-cost solutions. One way to meet this expectation is

through high integration level, by eliminating costly external compo¬

nents.

On the transmitter side, this has led to increased interest and re¬

search in the direct-upconversion architecture as a primary contender

for many applications [1-11]. CMOS technology is amenable to higher
integration level and lower cost because it's capable of implementing
significant amount of digital signal processing and because the vast

majority of today's integrated circuits are implemented in this tech-

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

nology. Although posing significant challenges in terms of circuit de¬

sign, the ever lower supply voltages of submicron CMOS processes

also open up the possibility for power savings compared to bipolar
and BiCMOS technology.

Third generation mobile radio systems based on WCDMA technol¬

ogy present additional challenges to transmitter design compared to

second generation standards such as GSM1. Continuous operation of

receiver and transmitter together with limited duplexer isolation, wide

gain control range, variable envelope modulation and stringent emis¬

sion mask requirements make it difficult to implement a transmitter

competitive with second generation solutions in terms of integration
level and power consumption and therefore cost and talk time.

Therefore, it is most challenging to design a direct-upconversion
transmitter that meets the stringent requirements of the WCDMA

system and operates at the low supply voltage of today's submicron

CMOS technologies. Yet, if the performance can be met then promises
are high. The solution would be most competitive in terms of cost,
form factor and power consumption.

These considerations motivate the present research into highly in¬

tegrated direct-upconversion transmitters based on CMOS technology
that forms the subject of this dissertation. The scope of the thesis

may be summarized as follows:

To design a direct-upconversion transmitter for the

3rd-generation mobile radio system UMTS that meets

type approval specifications. The transmitter shall pro¬

vide the highest integration level and lowest power con¬

sumption, while operating at the low supply voltage of
today's 0.13fim CMOS technology. The present research

should advance the current state-of-the-art in low-voltage,
low-noise transmitter design and pave the way for a cost-

effective, high-performance solution competitive with the

best of today's commercial products in any technology.

1 Global System for Mobile Communications, formerly Groupe Spéciale Mobile
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1.2 Research Contributions

The focus of this dissertation is to present a highly integrated WCDMA

transmitter based on the direct-upconversion architecture that meets

official 3GPP UMTS type approval requirements [12]. A prototype
circuit operating at 2GHz is fabricated in a 0.13um CMOS technol¬

ogy. Apart from a low supply voltage2, the challenge was to devise

circuit techniques that sufficiently suppress the carrier leakage over

the complete gain control range. To target a high integration level,
circuits had to be designed with much lower noise than prior art.

The main highlights and research contributions of this thesis are

the following:

• I/Q modulator: Based on a previous implementation [13], an im¬

proved I/Q modulator topology is found that can operate down

to low supply voltages. In addition, it provides 48dB of accu¬

rate gain control in 6dB steps and achieves a high linearity. The

low output noise power spectral density (psd) of-151dBc/Hz is

much lower than prior art and leaves the phonemaker the option
to lower the overall cost by removing the expensive and bulky
external transmit SAW filter between the power amplifier and

its driver.

• RF pre-amplifier: A highly linear differential RF pre-amplifier
implements 24dB of gain control in 6dB steps with an excellent

gain accuracy of 0.25dB. Operating from a low 1.2V supply and

consuming only 25mA, it achieves a voltage gain of 17.5dB and

a very high output-referred ldB compression point (oCPidß) of

+11.5dBm.

• Carrier leakage calibration: Different circuit and calibration

techniques are implemented that successfully suppress the car¬

rier leakage and enable the direct-upconversion architecture to

meet UMTS specifications. An optimized calibration algorithm
is derived that relaxes the requirements on the post-detector

2The complete transmitter operates at a supply voltage of 1.5V, nominal for

the chosen technology. Several stand-alone RF pre-amplifiers and an RF power

detector were implemented in a different technology and operate at a nominal

supply voltage of only 1.2V.
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analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and reduces both calibration

time as well as calibration bits to be saved.

• RF power detector: An 8-stage successive-detection logarithmic
power detector operates at a nominal supply voltage of only 1.2V

and achieves a ±3dB dynamic range of 72dB with a sensitivity of

-78dBm. A variable gain amplifier (VGA) in front of the power

detector is used to shift the detector characteristic to lower and

higher power levels for both carrier leakage and signal power

detection.

• Overall performance: The CMOS direct-upconversion transmit¬

ter shows excellent measured performance and meets all type

approval requirements for the UMTS standard. The choice of

the architecture and the low measured output noise power re¬

sult in a high integration level, reducing the overall cost. Worth

noting is a power consumption of only 68mW, which is much

lower than most published transmitters for this application in

any technology.

1.3 Structure of the Thesis

The present dissertation is structured as follows.

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the 3rd generation mobile radio

system UMTS. After highlighting the evolutionary path from first

generation (IG) to third generation (3G) systems, the main aspects
of the UMTS standard are briefly introduced. This is followed by a

description of their implications on the analog frontend.

Chapter 3 explains transmitter planning for WCDMA. First, the

main system requirements are introduced. Different transmit archi¬

tectures are presented next and their suitability for WCDMA is ex¬

amined. The chapter ends by deriving the key specifications for each

individual circuit block along the transmit chain.

Chapter 4 focuses on the design of the main building blocks that

constitute a direct-upconversion transmitter. Measurement results are

shown at the end of each section. The baseband filter is presented first.

Frequency-selective networks and the design of integrated inductors

are introduced next. Then, the design of the I/Q modulator, being
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a key building block, is presented in more detail. Finally, different

RF pre-amplifier architectures are presented that achieve both a high
linear output power and accurate linear-in-dB gain control.

Chapter 5 deals with carrier leakage in direct-upconversion trans¬

mitter architectures. Different design methods to alleviate the carrier

leakage problem are introduced, such as RF gain control and modula¬

tor variable biasing. Next, a complete transmitter calibration loop is

presented that can suppress carrier leakage over a wide gain control

range. Then, the design of the power detector is explained in more

detail before introducing an improved calibration algorithm. Finally,
measurement results of the complete calibration loop are shown and

an optimum calibration strategy is defined.

Chapter 6 presents measurement results of the whole transmitter

and compares the performance of the I/Q modulator in two distinct

process generations: in a 0.25um CMOS technology operating at 2.5V

supply and in a 0.13pm CMOS technology operating at 1.5V supply.
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarizing the main achieve¬

ments and highlighting main directions for future research.
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Chapter 2

UMTS System
Overview

This chapter presents an overview of third generation (3G) mobile

communications systems based on the UMTS standard. After a short

introduction on the evolution of cellular systems, the chapter describes

the major characteristics behind UMTS, and deals with their impli¬
cations on the design of the analog frontend.

2.1 Evolution from IG to 3G Systems

First generation (IG) mobile communications systems started in the

early 1980s. They were based on analog technology and offered simple
wireless voice services to a rapidly increasing number of users. The

low quality voice service, limited capacity and incompatibility of in¬

dividual IG networks across geographic areas resulted in the advent

of second generation (2G) systems.
2G systems were designed to provide better voice quality, higher

capacity, international roaming capability and to support simple data

services like short message service (SMS). Europe (mainly GSM, based

on TDMA) and the US (mainly IS95, based on CDMA) have opted for

different solutions with the appertaining difficulties to roam between

the two standards. In addition, the ever-growing capacity need and

7



8 CHAPTER 2. UMTS SYSTEM OVERVIEW

the low bit rate of 2G technology (9.6kbps for GSM) set boundaries

to the current system and led to the development of third generation

(3G) systems, i.e. UMTS and cdma2000.

3G systems support much higher data rates of 144kbps in macro-

cellular environments (moving vehicle), over 384kbps in microcellular

environments (walking pedestrian), up to 2Mbps in picocellular en¬

vironments (indoor office). This allows real-time multimedia services

such as videoconferencing, internet access or online-gaming. Global

roaming capability across 3G standards, variable data rates support¬

ing different quality of service (QoS) solutions, and high flexibility to

introduce new services are further characteristics of 3G technology.
Different migration paths, with the common objective of enhancing

spectral efficiency and network capacity, exist in the evolution from

2G to 3G depending on the current 2G system. The characteristics

of these intermediate steps towards 3G, called 2.5G systems, can be

summarized as follows [14].

• High Speed Circuit Switched Data (HSCSD): HSCSD is the evo¬

lution of circuit switched data within the GSM environment and

is best suited for synchronous applications such as video confer¬

encing and multimedia services. HSCSD enables data transmis¬

sion at speeds up to 57.6kbps, by adding together consecutive

GSM timeslots, each of which is capable of supporting 14.4kbps.

• General Packet Radio Service (GPRS): GPRS introduces packet

switching into the circuit-switched 2G system and is best suited

for asynchronous type applications such as email or internet

browsing. Theoretical maximum speeds of up to 171kbps are

achievable using all eight timeslots at the same time.

• Enhanced Data Rates for Global Evolution (EDGE): EDGE en¬

hances GPRS and offers bit rates up to 384kbps through the use

of a more efficient modulation technique (8-PSK). In addition,
EDGE also supports point-to-multipoint communication.

Evolution should be seen in the context of coexistence of the 2G

and 3G networks for some time, with users able to roam across the

new and the old networks, able to access 3G services wherever 3G

coverage is available.
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2.2 The UTMS System

2.2.1 Multiple Access Method

Multiple access techniques allow simultaneous communication among

multiple users, by allocating a small part of the available resources

to each user. The frequency reuse concept of cellular systems, in

which base stations that are separated by a sufficient distance can

independently use the same carrier frequency at the same time, is a

form of space-division multiple access. Another classical method is

frequency-division multiple access (FDMA), where multiple users are

separated from each other by assigning different frequency bands to

each user. In time-division multiple access (TDMA) systems, multiple
users communicate using the same frequency band but not at the same

time.

In UMTS on the other hand, multiple users can transmit at the

same time, in the same frequency band and in the same physical
location. The separation among users is done by orthogonal digital
codes, the method is called code-division multiple access (CDMA).
When the code is a digital bit stream as is the case in UMTS, the

method is called direct-sequence spread-spectrum (DS-SS), whereas

when the code is a frequency pattern, it is called frequency-hopping
spread-spectrum (FH-SS).

The principle of direct-sequence CDMA is shown in figure 2.1 [15].
The transmitted data is multiplied with the spreading code, a pseudo¬
random sequence, which is at a higher data rate than the information

rate. To distinguish the code sequence from the information data,
each pulse in the spreading code is called a

"

chip". The original data

spectrum is spread by the ratio of the chip rate to the data bit rate,
also called spreading factor or processing gain.

^
^channel

/o 1 \
Op =

—b l^-ij
&data

During propagation through the radio channel, other code chan¬

nels from other transmitters are added to the wanted channel. At

the receiver, the sum of all channels is passed through the despreader,
which multiplies the incoming signal by the same channelization code.

Since the wanted channel correlates with the code, the narrowband
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Other channels

Data spectrum

Transmitted

channel

V

Received

channel

RADIO CHANNEL

Recovered

Data spectrum
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pseudorandom code

XJlLUUlfliL
pseudorandom code

Figure 2.1: Principle of direct-sequence CDMA communications.

information data is recovered. Because of the orthogonality between

the codes of different users, the unwanted channels remain spread and,
for a large number of users, can be viewed as white Gaussian noise.

The processing gain can therefore also be viewed as the improvement
in signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio before and after the despreading pro¬

cess, assuming that noise outside the narrow signal band is filtered

out.

2.2.2 Duplexing

In all two-way communications, transmitter and receiver must be sep¬

arated from each other to avoid blocking of the received signal by the

strong transmitted signal. This function is called duplexing. In mobile

communications, the separation is done either by frequency division

or by time division.

In frequency-division duplexing (FDD), transmission and recep¬

tion are carried out at different frequencies. A duplex filter is used

to connect transmitter and receiver to the same antenna. The du¬

plex filter has different transfer characteristics to the receiver and the
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transmitter. It isolates the transmitter from the receiver, and also

attenuates the transmitted power of other nearby terminals entering

the antenna.

In time-division duplexing (TDD) on the other hand, both trans¬

mission and reception are accomplished in the same frequency band

but not at the same time, rather, different timeslots are reserved for

transmission and reception. Since the transmitter is naturally isolated

from the receiver, a simpler switch can be used instead of a duplex

filter, resulting in less insertion loss and reduced power consumption.

UMTS incorporates both an FDD and a TDD mode, as shown

in figure 2.2. The largest capacity is allocated to the FDD system,

which includes the frequency bands 1920 to 1980MHz for the uplink
and 2110 to 2170MHz for the downlink. The frequency separation
between Tx and Rx is therefore typically 190MHz, yet variable duplex
distance is also supported by the standard. The nominal channel

spacing is 5MHz. Additional frequency spectrum is allocated for the

TDD system, which occupies a 20MHz frequency band at 1900 to

1920MHz and a 15MHz frequency band at 2010 to 2025MHz.

DCS1800

RX
Q!

1

Q
Q
H

FDD

TX

»,

m o o o o o m
o oo Ü CM 00 >- C\J
oo oo CD o> O) o o
T- T— T- T— T— CVJ CM

4/
.lia,..

FDD
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ua,

CM

O

CM

[MHz]

Figure 2.2: Frequency allocation in Europe.

The two main reasons for introducing a TDD system in addition

to a FDD system are additional system capacity and asymmetric ser¬

vices. The most probable scenario is that the FDD system provides
both full coverage speech and data services. The TDD system is then

used as an extension to the FDD system with limited coverage. TDD

systems typically cover hotspots with high capacity requirements, such

as office buildings, airports and hotels. Internet access, multimedia

applications or file transfer set different capacity requirements for up¬

link and downlink and are therefore called asymmetric services. Unlike
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with FDD, the utilization of a TDD frequency band is not fixed be¬

tween uplink and downlink. Rather, the number of timeslots reserved

for either uplink or downlink can be adapted to the capacity require¬
ments. This flexibility in resource allocation makes TDD well-suited

to transmit asymmetric services.

2.2.3 Modulation

In WCDMA, the complex-valued chip sequence that is generated by
the spreading and scrambling process is QPSK (Quadrature Phase

Shift Keying) modulated, providing good spectral efficiency. Since the

uplink contains at least one control channel and one up to six physical
data channels, which can be added with different weighting factors

before QPSK modulation, the transmitted information behaves more

like multi-symbol QAM (Quadrature Amplitude Modulation) rather

than a QPSK signal, as shown in figure 2.3.

Crest Factor = 3.5dB
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I channel

(a) One data, one control channel

Crest Factor = 6.8dB

8
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«rt\ mÊÈr'fàr* ': ' '

o IBbuL
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-8
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(b) Six data, one control channel

Figure 2.3: WCDMA uplink constellations.

The amount of amplitude modulation in a signal is defined by its

crest factor (CF), which is the ratio between the peak signal power in

a signal and its average power.

CF =

peak

avg

(2.2)
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The UMTS uplink, consisting of one control and one data channel,
has a typical CF of around 3.5dB, as shown in figure 2.3(a). Adding
more data channels results in an CF of up to 6 to 7dB, as shown

in figure 2.3(b). The higher linearity requirements for higher CFs

will prevent the wide use of multiple data channels in mobile phone
transmitters. The downlink channel on the other hand has a CF of

10 to 15dB. The higher CF in the latter is a result of the weighted

superposition of many individual QPSK channels of different users.

2.2.4 Pulse Shaping

To limit the bandwidth of the output signal, advanced digital trans¬

mission systems are designed to use pulses whose shapes maximize the

percentage of total signal power within the main lobe of the spectrum.

For this purpose, a pulse shaping filter is applied after QPSK mod¬

ulation. The trade-off in the choice of the filter impulse response is

between spectral efficiency on one hand and intersymbol interference

(ISI) on the other. WCDMA uses a pulse shape with a raised cosine

spectrum, which meets the Nyquist sampling criterion. In Nyquist

signaling, each pulse is allowed to extend to past and future pulses.
At the sampling instants however, when the present pulse reaches its

peak value, all other pulses go through zero. The impulse response of

the raised cosine filter is given as

sin (tt^) cos (najr
^W =

"TT
•

T^W (2'3)

,
where a = 0.22 is the roll-off factor and Ts = chi^rate = 0.26042/zs

the chip duration. The raised cosine filter response in time- and

frequency-domain is shown in figure 2.4 as a function of the roll-off

factor. The fundamental trade-off between the time and frequency
domain characteristics is evident. The fastest impulse response damp¬

ing is observed at the widest bandwidth. A roll-off factor of a = 0.22

means that an excess bandwith of 22% is needed for the transmission

compared to a brickwall spectrum. In practice, the raised cosine filter

is split into two root-raised cosine sections, one in the transmitter and

one in the receiver. The latter also operates as a matched filter that
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maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the sampling instant,
thus allowing optimum detection.
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Figure 2.4: Raised cosine filter response.

2.2.5 UMTS Transmitter Overview

A simplified transmitter for a direct-sequence WCDMA uplink is shown

in figure 2.5. One dedicated physical control channel (DPCCH) and

up to six dedicated physical data channels (DPDCH) can be transmit¬

ted simultaneously [16]. Prior to applying the spreading, scrambling
and modulation operations shown in figure 2.5, the data stream from

the medium access (MAC) and higher layers is encoded to offer trans¬

port services over the radio transmission link. A combination of error

detection (cyclic redundancy code - CRC), channel coding (convolu-
tional, turbo codes), rate matching, interleaving and multiplexing of

different services is applied before the transport channels are mapped
onto physical channels. Coding maps each bit into a longer bit se¬

quence, while interleaving reorganizes the data stream to avoid loss of

two consecutive bits. Both techniques are used to protect the trans¬

mitted information against multipath fading in the radio channel.

The binary DPCCH and DPDCHs are represented by real-valued

sequences, i.e. the binary value "0" is mapped to the real value "+1",
while the binary value "1" is mapped to the real value "-1". The
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Figure 2.5: DS-WCDMA transmitter.

first operation to be applied is channelization, where the physical
channels are spread to the chip rate by multiplying data symbols
on each channel independently with an Orthogonal Variable Spread¬
ing Factor (OVSF) code. The OVSF channelization codes preserve
the orthogonality between a user's different physical channels and can

be generated using a code tree. If only one DPDCH is transmitted,
it is spread by a spreading factor (SF) between 4 and 256, if more

than one DPDCH are to be transmitted, all DPDCHs have spreading
factors equal to 4. The SF can be increased during the message trans¬

mission on a frame-by-frame basis. The overall transmit datarate

is therefore highly variable, all the more since error detection and

channel coding is optional. The maximum theoretical raw datarate is

SF=4chips/bit
' 6 channels = 5.76Mbps. Note, that due to the smaller

processing gain, a larger power is required to transmit information at

higher data rates under the same channel conditions. The DPCCH

is always spread by a spreading factor of 256, corresponding to a raw

data rate of 15kbps.
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After channelization, the real-valued spread signals are weighted
by gain factors, /%, quantized into 4bit words. After the weighting,
the stream of real-valued chips on the I and Q branches are summed

and treated as a complex-valued stream of chips. This complex-valued
signal is then scrambled by a complex-valued scrambling code. Either

long scrambling codes based on a set of Gold sequences or short scram¬

bling codes based on periodically extended S(2) codes are used. Con¬

trary to the downlink, in the uplink the orthogonal spreading codes

are only used to distinguish between the different physical channels of

a single user, while the separation between users is accomplished by

using different scrambling codes.

After scrambling, the complex-valued chip sequence is split into

real (inphase) and imaginary (quadrature) components. A digital
root-raised cosine pulse shaping filter is applied before converting the

digital bit streams to analog. After analog reconstruction lowpass

filtering, the signal is QPSK modulated to the RF frequency and

transmitted over the antenna.

The basic UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA) air-interface

parameters for FDD and TDD mode are summarized in table 2.1.

UTRA-FDD UTRA-TDD

Multiple Access FDD, DS-CDMA TDD, DS-CDMA

Frequency Bands 1920-1980MHz (UL) 1900-1920MHz (UL/DL)
2110-2170MHz (DL) 2010-2025MHz (UL/DL)

Tx/Rx Spacing typ. 190MHz 0

Channel Spacing 5MHz 5MHz

Time Slots 15 slots per frame 15 slots per frame

Frame Length 10ms 10ms

Chip Rate 3.84Mcps 3.84Mcps
Multirate Method Multicode Multicode, Multistat

Spreading Factor 4-512 1-16

Modulation QPSK QPSK
Pulse Shaping Raised Cosine (a — 0.2) Raised Cosine (a = 0.2)
Channel Coding Convolutional, Turbo Convolutional, Turbo

Power Control Closed Loop (1500Hz) Open and Closed Loop

Table 2.1: UTRA air-interface parameters.
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2.3 Implications on the Analog Frontend

In the previous section, a short introduction to the UMTS system was

given with a special emphasis on those aspects that are different from

the previously known second generation GSM system. This section

highlights the consequences of the choices made on the system level, in

particular those which have a direct impact on the analog transmitter

design.

2.3.1 WCDMA Operation

Since in a CDMA network multiple users transmit simultaneously at

the same frequency, they cause interference to one another. Called

the near-far effect [17], this is illustrated in figure 2.6. Due to path
loss, the signal received by a base station from a close transmitter will

be much stronger than the wanted signal received from a transmitter

further away. Even after despreading, the strong interférer will cause

a significant signal-to-noise degradation up to the point of completely
blocking the reception of the wanted signal.

Figure 2.6: The near-far problem.

To minimize this interference, and maximize channel capacity, all

transmitted signals, irrespective of distance, should arrive at the base

station with the same mean power. For this purpose, the base sta¬

tions monitor the received signal strength from each transmitter and
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periodically send power control information to each one. Mobile trans¬

mitters designed for CDMA networks have therefore to provide a wide

range (> 70dB) of accurate power control (±0.5gLB). Performing fast

power control with the base station also compensates for channel fad¬

ing and, by minimizing the transmission power, the battery life is

increased and intercell interference reduced [18].
An important advantage of CDMA operation compared to other

types of multiple access strategies is its soft capacity limit [19]. In

FDMA or TDMA systems, the maximum number of users is fixed

by the assigned channel bandwidth or the predefined number of time

slots. In CDMA systems on the other hand, increasing the number of

users only gradually raises the noise floor.

Because the despreading process in the receiver spreads out any

uncorrected interférer over the complete channel bandwidth, CDMA

systems have a high tolerance against narrow-band interferers. Any
frequency-dependent noise, such as flicker noise, will therefore also be

spread and simply lead to an additional noise source, whose contribu¬

tion can be integrated over the channel bandwidth.

The despreading process and the wide signal bandwidth of 1.92MHz

are specific advantages of WCDMA systems, as they relax issues such

as flicker noise, local oscillator (LO) phase noise and dc-offsets in the

receiver. Primarily, these characteristics have led to direct-conversion

becoming the architecture of choice for WCDMA receivers and also

make CMOS implementations competitive to bipolar ones, despite
their inherently higher flicker noise and offsets [20-23].

2.3.2 Variable-Envelope Modulation

The choice of the modulation is a tradeoff between power efficiency
and spectral efficiency [24]. On one hand, there is the power efficiency
of constant-envelope modulations. If a constant-envelope signal passes

through a 3rd-order nonlinearity, the output signal around the funda¬

mental equals

3
yout{t) = a3 [Ac cos (u)ct + (f>(t))]0 = -a3Alcos (uct + <f>(t))

<jjK,U)c 4

(2.4)
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The 3rd-order distortion term occupies the same bandwidth as the

original signal and no signal power is spilled over to the adjacent
channel. Thanks to this property, constant-envelope modulations can

be amplified by nonlinear power amplifiers, which achieve a power

efficiency of around 60% compared to around 40% efficiency for linear

amplifiers.

Examples of constant-envelope modulations are frequency-shift key¬
ing (FSK), where each symbol has a designated frequency around the

carrier or minimum shift keying (MSK), where the carrier changes its

phase linearly by ±90° during one bit period.
On the other hand, there is the spectral efficiency of variable-

envelope modulations. Compared to constant-envelope modulations,
the spectral efficiency is increased by allowing more possible transi¬

tions per bit period. Compared to MSK with its two possible tran¬

sitions, quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) allows four possible
transitions and is therefore more efficient. Even higher spectral effi¬

ciency can be obtained using modulations with more than two bits

per symbols, such as higher order quadrature amplitude modulations

(QAM). Yet, if a variable-envelope signal passes through a a 3rd-order

nonlinearity, the output signal around the fundamental equals

i3 3
yout(t) = a3 [Av(t) cos {uct + <f>(t))] = -a3Av(t)àcos (uct + (f>(t))

(2.5)
Since this component exhibits a broader spectrum than Av(t) does,
the spectrum "grows" and some power spills into the adjacent channel.

To meet the spectral emission mask specifications, variable-envelope
modulations therefore have to be amplified by linear amplifiers with

lower power efficiency.
Second generation GSM systems have put the emphasis on power

efficiency and opted for a Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying (GMSK)
modulation, which is a constant-envelope modulation. Yet, with rapid
growth of the number of mobile users, frequency spectrum became a

scarce and precious resource. To account for this, a more spectrum-
efficient QPSK modulation was preferred for third generation systems
based on WCDMA, even if higher power consumption had to be ac¬

cepted.
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2.3.3 Continuous Operation in FDD Mode

The simultaneous operation of transmitter and receiver results in addi¬

tional noise and linearity requirements for the receiver and in stringent
noise requirements for the transmitter. Because of limited duplexer

isolation, transmitter noise may leak through to the receiver and de¬

sensitize the latter's input [25]. This situation is depicted in figure 2.7.

TX2RX

Ant

STX,Ant

Nin,RX=Nth+NFRX

NTX2RX=NTX+PAnt"STX,Ant"PTX+STX2RX

Figure 2.7: Transmit leakage into the receiver causing desensitization.

The resulting receiver sensitivity loss can be found as,

Rx Sensitivity Loss = 10 • log10 (1 + 10
TX2RX -Nin.RX

10 (2.6)

,
where Ntx2RX and Nin^nx are given in the figure. With a receiver

noise figure NFrx of 7dB and assuming a typical duplexer isolation

in the Rx band Stx2RX of 50dB [26], receiver desensitization is shown

in figure 2.8 as a function of transmitter output noise Ntx-1
To guarantee a receiver sensitivity loss of no more than 0.3dB,

the transmitter output noise power at 190MHz duplex distance needs

150^fp for power class 3 (+24dBm) andto be below -153^ and

class 4 (+21dBm) operation, respectively. Therefore, to reduce the

output noise power to an acceptable level, most WCDMA transmitters

make use of an external SAW filter between PA and transmitter IC.

1Ntfl = —174dBm/Hz is the thermal noise floor, Ptx and PAnt are the signal

power at the transmitter output and the antenna, respectively and Stx,Ant is the

duplexer insertion loss in the transmit band.
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Figure 2.8: Receiver desensitization vs. transmitter output noise floor.

The transmitted signal in the Tx band will also experience a finite

attenuation to the receiver. This high Tx leakage may severly impact
receiver performance, as it constitutes the highest blocker. Each sepa¬

rate receiver test case, which should emulate the worst-case, real-world

conditions, is affected as follows:

• Reference sensitivity test case: Second-order distortion in the re¬

ceiver will cause an interfering signal equal to y~int = ^-Ä^^t)
to fall into the signal band around DC, as shown in figure 2.9(a).
This results in high receiver HP^ (input-referred second-order

intercept point) requirements to keep the sensitivity degrada¬
tion low. In addition, crossmodulation between the Tx leak¬

age and the wanted signal results in an interfering component
of Vint — ^a3A2r,x(t)Aw(t)cos(u!wt) inside the signal band, as

shown in figure 2.9(b). This impacts required receiver HP3

(input-referred third-order intercept point).

• Adjacent channel test case: The presence of a Tx leakage signal
together with the adjacent channel results in a crossmodulation

component equal to yint = ^a3A^x(t)AAc(t)cos(u>Act) centered

at the adjacent channel and spilling into the signal band, as

shown in figure 2.9(c). This impacts required receiver HP3.
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• Blocker test case: Intermodulation of Tx leakage with a contin¬

uous wave (CW) blocker at half the duplex distance results in an

interference component equal to yint = ^a3A^wATX(t)cos(ujwt),
as shown in figure 2.9(d). This impacts required receiver HP3.

• Maximum signal testcase: During maximum signal test the pres¬

ence of Tx leakage results in higher receiver iCP\dB (input-
referred ldB compression point) requirements, as it constitutes

the strongest signal.
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Figure 2.9: Impact of Tx leakage on receiver performance test cases.

To note is that the impact of Tx leakage strongly depends on the

receiver architecture, since its influence on receiver performance is lim¬

ited to the point, where filtering will attenuate it to negligible values.

In any case, the linearity requirements of the first low-noise amplifier

(LNA) in the receive chain are strongly affected by Tx leakage.
The conclusion is that excellent duplexer performance is of primary

importance in WCDMA systems. Not only does its insertion loss di¬

rectly translate into increased current consumption in the transmitter
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and increased noise figure in the receiver but also its Tx-to-Rx iso¬

lation significantly impacts transceiver performance. Isolation in the

Tx band defines receiver compression and linearity requirements and

isolation in the Rx band sets the transmitter noise requirements.

2.3.4 Simultaneous Use of TDD and FDD Modes

In order to support multi-mode operation, a special RF filtering con¬

cept needs to be deployed, as shown in figure 2.10. The idea is to use a

duplexer, whose transmit passband extends to also embrace the TDD

frequency bands (1900-1920 MHz and 2010-2025MHz). The same ex¬

tension is needed if an optional Tx filter is used between the power

amplifier (PA) and its driver. In addition, a switch is placed between

PA and duplexer to isolate reception and transmission in TDD mode.

LNA

FDD and TDD

receiver

FDD and TDD

transmitter

(optional)
Tx-Filter PA

[MHz]

Figure 2.10: RF filtering strategy for UMTS FDD and TDD modes.

The chosen concept allows reuse of the duplexer Tx passband in

both transmit (FDD and TDD) and receive mode (TDD), and results

in a minimum number of RF filters and switches. Two separate inte¬

grated LNAs are needed that can be matched to FDD Rx and TDD

frequency bands for best operation in terms of noise and linearity. The

second LNA replaces another switch that would otherwise be needed,
and is therefore the best choice also in terms of area and cost.
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Chapter 3

Transmitter Planning
for UMTS

This chapter is dedicated to system planning for wireless transmit¬

ters, with particular emphasis on the WCDMA application. First,
the key system requirements are presented, based on the official 3GPP

UMTS standard [12]. Then, reasons for the choice of the transmitter

architecture are given, before deriving requirements for each circuit

block along the transmit chain. The chapter will focus on the key

parameters that have significant impact on circuit design and overall

performance, without trying to give a complete list of the necessary

specifications to pass type approval.

3.1 System Requirements

The primary functions of any wireless transmitter are modulation,

frequency conversion and amplification. An incoming baseband sig¬
nal is modulated and then frequency-translated to the desired carrier

frequency. The resulting signal is amplified to overcome the path loss

of the signal propagating from the transmitter output through the

hostile radio channel to the receiver input. On a system level, the

main transmitter specifications are its operating frequency, the neces¬

sary output power level, the required modulation accuracy for error-

25
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free detection, and the allowed spurious emissions to other frequency
bands. Frequency allocation was already described in section 2.2.2

and summarized in table 2.1 as part of the air-interface parameters.

3.1.1 Output Power Level

The 3GPP standard defines four power classes with a maximum out¬

put power of +33, +27, +24 and +21dBm, respectively for power

class 1 to 4. To limit power consumption and increase battery time

of the mobile handset, only power classes 3 and 4 are likely to be used

in final consumer products, with the consequence of reducing the max¬

imum cell size accordingly. To combat the near-far effect described

in subsection 2.3.1, a wide range (74dB) of accurate power control

(±0.5dB) is specified. To account for process tolerances and temper¬
ature variations, a gain control range of at least 85dB is desirable.

In order to increase the phonemaker's flexibility to interface with ex¬

ternal power amplifiers from different vendors, a range of lOldB was

implemented in the current solution.

3.1.2 Modulation Accuracy

Modulation accuracy is defined in terms of error vector magnitude
(EVM), which is a measure of the difference between the ideal wave¬

form and the measured waveform, as shown in figure 3.1. The differ¬

ence is called the error vector.

Both waveforms pass through a matched root raised cosine (RRC)
filter with bandwidth 3.84MHz and roll-off factor a = 0.22. EVM

is then defined as the square root of the mean error vector power to

the mean reference power, expressed in %. The measurement interval

is one timeslot long (666,67us), and contains 2560 chips with a chip
duration of Tchip = 3 84^Hz

= 0.26/xs.
EVM can result from different sources. The main contributions are

caused by gain and phase errors between I and Q channel, nonlinearity
in the transmit path, amplitude and group delay ripple in the base¬

band filter, carrier leakage as well as by noise sources such as thermal

noise and oscillator phase noise. Since EVM describes the relation¬

ship between the wanted signal and the noise and distortion in the
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Figure 3.1: EVM definition.

system, it can be expressed in terms of signal-to-noise-and-distortion
ratio (SNDR).

SNDR = -20 • logio (EVM) (3.1)

In a transmitter signal levels are high. This makes distortion the

primary source of modulation inaccuracy and SNDR « SDR. To

pass type approval EVM has to stay below 17.5% down to a power

level of -20dBm.

3.1.3 Spurious Emissions

In the attempt to make efficient use of the available spectrum, wireless

standards impose strict rules on how emitted signals have to look

like. To minimize interference to neighboring channels, the signal
radiated by the antenna must meet the spectral emission mask shown

in figure 3.2 at all times. In addition to that, an adjacent channel

leakage ratio (ACLR) of-33dBc and an alternate channel leakage ratio

(AltCLR) of -43dBc are specified. ACLR and AltCLR correspond to

the ratio of the signal power in the wanted channel to the power in

the adjacent channel (at ±5MHz offset) and the alternate channel (at
±10MHz offset), respectively.
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Figure 3.2: Emission mask specification.

A variable envelope signal that passes through a nonlinearity causes

spectral regrowth. Therefore, linear amplification is mandatory to

meet emission mask and ACLR specifications. Since the largest con¬

tributor to ACLR is the power amplifier, the rest of the transmitter

has to stay well below the limit.
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Figure 3.3: WCDMA out-of-band emission specifications.
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As for any other cellular standard, out-of-band emissions are also

limited, as shown in figure 3.3. The most stringent case is an out¬

put power spectral density (psd) of -121dBm/Hz in the DCS Rx

band, which, for the lowest channel of the UMTS time-division duplex

(TDD) mode, is only 20MHz away. For power class 3 (+24dBm) and

power class 4 (+21dBm) operation, this results in a noise requirement
at the antenna of-145dBc/Hz and -142dBc/Hz, respectively.

3.2 Transmitter Architecture

With the main system requirements highlighted in the previous sec¬

tion, the focus of this section is put on the choice of a suitable trans¬

mitter architecture. Most importantly, a commercial product has to

fulfill all requirements for type approval. In addition, to be compet¬
itive with current solutions, the required performance needs to be

achieved at a low power consumption and at low cost.

3.2.1 Superheterodyne Transmitter

The superheterodyne transmitter of figure 3.4 is a widely used archi¬

tecture for WCDMA, as well as for other applications [27-33].

Duplexer PA RF Filter

External Components

DAC

BB Filter

Figure 3.4: Conventional single superheterodyne transmitter.

The in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals from the digital-to-
analog converter (DAC) are fed to a lowpass filter, which serves as

a reconstruction filter for the DAC. An I/Q modulator converts the

baseband signal to an intermediate frequency (IF), where an IF filter
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is used to suppress IF harmonics, which may violate the emission

mask and cause distortion in the following stages. After a second

upconversion to radio frequencies (RF), an external RF bandpass filter

attenuates the image created by the second mixing process as well as

any other spurs that could also violate the emission mask and cause

intermodulation in the power amplifier (PA). Then, a pre-amplifier
and a power amplifier amplify the signal to the required output power

level. Before being transmitted over the antenna, the signal is passed
to the duplexer, which isolates the transmitter from the receiver and

removes remaining spurs outside the wanted frequency band.

Superheterodyne is a versatile architecture that allows a large gain
control range to be distributed between the IF and RF stages, with

an emphasis on IF gain control for good accuracy. This is a signifi¬
cant advantage over the direct-upconversion architecture described in

the next section, because carrier leakage can be kept low at all gain
settings. In addition, since I/Q modulation takes place at a lower

frequency, better gain and phase matching can be expected between

I and Q path, which results in lower EVM.

On the other hand, superheterodyne architectures also suffer from

significant drawbacks. With the imperative of three expensive and

bulky external filters, a competitive low cost solution is difficult to

obtain. In addition, with the advent of dual- and multi-standard oper¬

ation, frequency planning becomes more and more difficult.1 On-chip
intermodulation as well as spurious emissions falling into suscepti¬
ble frequency bands of other wireless services are thus hard to avoid,
which puts even more pressure on the performance of the passive
filters.

3.2.2 Direct-Upconversion Transmitter

In the direct-upconversion architecture of figure 3.5, the incoming I

and Q signals are fed to a lowpass filter. An I/Q modulator directly
converts the signal up to radio frequencies, where I and Q signals are

combined and amplified. After external filtering and further amplifi¬
cation, the signal is passed to the duplexer before being transmitted

over the antenna.

Even more so, when network operators allow fully-variable duplex frequencies.
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Duplexer PA Tx Filter

External Components BB Filter

Figure 3.5: Conventional direct upconversion transmitter.

Compared to a heterodyne solution, the direct-upconversion archi¬

tecture eliminates the IF oscillator and associated passive components.
Fewer oscillators simplify frequency planning and avoid on-chip inter-

modulation. Since there is no intermediate frequency, no IF filter

is needed. Moreover, in direct-upconversion no image signal exists,
which eliminates the need for any RF image rejection, and signifi¬
cantly relaxes the requirements of the Tx filter. The resulting high
integration level, as well as simplicity of the signal path, make direct-

upconversion very attractive and a primary contender for a low-cost

solution. This was reason enough to opt for this architecture despite
two significant drawbacks: oscillator pulling and carrier leakage.

Oscillator Pulling

Oscillator pulling arises because the power amplifier output is a high
power signal, centered at the same frequency as the local oscillator.

In the absence of extremely good isolation, the local oscillator (LO)
frequency may be modulated or altered (" pulled" ) by the PA output

[34,35]. The problem of oscillator pulling can be avoided if the PA

output frequency is sufficiently different from the LO frequency.
One way to do so is to use the offset-oscillator scheme shown in

figure 3.6, which works as follows [36]. Two local oscillators LO\
and LO2, operating at two different frequencies are mixed together to

generate the desired LO frequency. Additional filtering is required to

remove the image frequency. Since either local oscillator is operating
far from the PA output frequency, oscillator pulling is greatly allevi-
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ated. However, the use of an additional local oscillator, mixer and

bandpass filter somehow forfeits the advantage of conceptual simplic¬

ity of the direct-upconversion architecture.

Figure 3.6: The offset-oscillator principle.

Another possibility to alleviate oscillator pulling and at the same

time ensure accurate quadrature I/Q generation is shown in figure 3.7.

The local oscillator is set to twice the carrier frequency. A digital
divider is then used to derive quadrature LO signals at the carrier

frequency.2 The only requirement is a 50% duty-cycle local oscillator

signal, which can be generated with a fully differential oscillator.

Double-frequency
Oscillator

Figure 3.7: The divide-by-two principle.

2To alleviate oscillator pulling further, the LO frequency may be set to four

or even eight times the carrier freuqency, if the employed process technology can

operate at such speeds.
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Carrier Leakage

For applications requiring a wide gain control range, a severe draw¬

back of the direct-upconversion architecture is carrier leakage, which

is determined by offset and matching. It does not scale down with

the output signal unless gain control is mostly implemented at RF,
which is difficult when the gain range exceeds 70dB. Even if base¬

band and modulator are well balanced and carrier leakage is low

relative to full output, transmitter performance is compromised at

lower gain. Applications such as WCDMA, which require a wide

gain control range, provide a strong motivation for the higher cost

of an IF architecture, because of its ability to ensure sufficiently low

signal-to-carrier-leakage ratio even at very low gain settings. Cir¬

cuit techniques to suppress carrier leakage therefore hold the key to

a high integration level through the direct-upconversion architecture.

Chapter 5 deals with the carrier leakage problem in more detail and

presents a calibration procedure that enables the direct-upconversion
architecture to meet all WCDMA specifications.

3.3 Block-Level Specifications

The final transmitter block diagram is shown in figure 3.8 [37]. The

goal to develop a highly-integrated and low-cost solution justifies the

4GHz LO

From

DAC

Baseband Filter I/Q Modulator Pre-Amp
41dBPGC 48dBPGC 12dBPGC

Tx Filter PA Duplexer

(optional)

External Components

Figure 3.8: Final transmitter block diagram.
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choice of direct-upconversion over the more widely used superhetero¬
dyne architecture. Designing circuits at double the carrier frequency
of 2GHz is easily possible in an advanced 0.13um CMOS process.

Therefore, to alleviate oscillator pulling, the divide-by-two approach
was favored over the more complex offset-oscillator principle.

To save power, the bias current in each block is progressively re¬

duced at lower gain. Finally, the impact of substrate coupling is

greatly alleviated by using a fully-differential signal path from the

baseband filter input to the pre-amplifier output.

3.3.1 Output Power and Gain Control

As shown in figure 3.8, most of the transmitter's lOldB gain con¬

trol range is spread between baseband filter and modulator to ensure

gain accuracy. Two 6dB steps of gain control are implemented in

the pre-amplifier, to test how accurate gain control can be realized at

RF frequencies. If a gain step accuracy of 0.5dB can be guaranteed
in production, a larger gain control range may be implemented in a

future version, since gain control at RF relaxes the requirements on

carrier leakage. The modulator includes 48dB of gain control in 6dB

steps, while the baseband filter implements 41dB in ldB steps.

To guarantee an accurate linear-in-dB gain characteristic, digitally
programmable gain control (PGC) is used instead of the more common

analog gain control (AGC). From a type approval point of view, the

use of PGC has no negative effect on the transmitter performance, so

long as the transients can be kept within 25us. The reason is that

both power control accuracy as well as EVM are specified on a slot

by slot basis, but exempting 25us at both ends of the slot in case of

a power change. One simply needs to guarantee that the spurious
emission mask is met at all times.

With a typical crest factor of 3.5dB, the transmitter is designed for

an output-referred ldB compression point (oCPidß) of 5dBm, target¬

ing a nominal WCDMA output power of around OdBm at the output
of the RF pre-amplifier.
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3.3.2 Transmit Filter

A significant remaining hurdle towards even higher integration level

and lower cost is the external ceramic or SAW (surface acoustic wave)
interstage filter between the PA and its driver. With a typical in¬

sertion loss of 3dB [38,39], the filter also increases the pre-amplifier's
required output power accordingly, resulting in higher overall power

consumption. The interstage filter serves three purposes.

• First, it filters out higher harmonics. This prevents potential
3rd-order intermodulation in the nonlinear PA that would de¬

grade the modulation accuracy. In the current implementation,
the use of on-chip tuned LC loads in both modulator and pre¬

amplifier reduce the possibility for intermodulation.

• Second, the RF filter relaxes by some 20dB the noise require¬
ments in the DCS Rx band at 20MHz from the signal band,
where the duplexer does not yet provide any attenuation. Yet,
with a strong emphasis on low noise design, the requirement of

-145dBc/Hz and -142dBc/Hz for power class 3 (+24dBm) and

power class 4 (+21dBm) operation are within reach.

• Finally and most importantly, the filter relaxes the even tougher
noise requirements resulting from simultaneous operation of both

transmitter and receiver in frequency-division duplex (FDD)
mode. As already explained in section 2.3.3, because of lim¬

ited duplexer isolation, transmitter noise may leak through to

the receiver and desensitize the latter's input.

Figure 3.9 shows receiver desensitization as a function of duplexer
isolation. A receiver noise figure of 7dB and a transmitter output

noise, without Tx filter, of -150dBc/Hz are assumed. With a typical
duplexer isolation of 50dB, leaked noise to the receiver will be around

-178dBm/Hz in case of power class 4 operation. This value is low

enough to skip the filter for a small price of around 0.3dB sensitivity
loss at the receiver.
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Figure 3.9: Receiver desensitization vs. duplexer isolation.

3.3.3 Output Noise

To target the highest possible integration level without Tx filter, the

transmitter output noise psd needs to be as low as -150dBc/Hz in the

UMTS Rx band starting at 2.11GHz. Since baseband filter noise is at¬

tenuated by its own transfer characteristic and the RF pre-amplifier's
input-referred noise is negligible in comparison, the noise requirements
match the specification of the modulator output noise.

On the other hand, in the DCS band at 20MHz offset, where filter

attenuation is not yet very pronounced, transmitter output noise is

determined by both modulator and baseband filter, where tall stacks

of transistors are hard to avoid. The output noise psd requirement
of -145dBc/Hz at the antenna, together with the need to sufficiently
attenuate spectral repetitions at the DAC output to meet the spurious
emission mask, define the required stopband characteristics of the

baseband filter. To meet these specifications, a 4th-order Chebychev
lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency of 3.1MHz was selected.

3.3.4 Linearity

Nonlinearity in the signal path is one of several contributors to EVM

and the only contributor to spectral regrowth. From system simula-
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tions, operating the transmitter at 4 to 5dB below its output-referred
ldB compression point3 (oCPidß) will meet both spectral emission

mask and ACLR specification with enough margin to account for

power amplifier nonlinearity [40].
Except in the case of hard clipping, e.g. due to limited supply volt¬

age, transmitter inband nonlinearity can be described by its 3rd-order

component with reasonable accuracy. The transmitter may then be

approximated by a simple polynomial of the form y = a\ • x + a3 x3.

Inband distortion power may then be quantified by the system's output-
referred 3rd-order intercept point, oIP3. Both oCP\dB and oIP3 can

be easily expressed in terms of the polynomial coefficients as follows

oCPldB[W]
2-a?- (l-10-â)

3 • a3 • R,out

oIP3[W] =
v^-a

3 • a3 • Rout

(3.2)

(3.3)

,where oIP3 is referred to the sum of the power of both interferers.

Since oIP3 and oCP\dB were derived from the same polynomial model,
there is a fixed relationship between them, which is4

10 • logio I oIpB j = 10 • log10
1 - HTM

U.15dB (3.4)

An oCPidB target of 5dBm therefore results in a transmitter oIP3

requirement of 19dBm.

Transmitter oIP3 can also be related to inband nonlinearity in

terms of EVM. Based on the straight-line approximation of figure 3.10,

oIP3 = ^Pout - \pdis [dBm] (3.5)

,where Pdis is the 3rd-order distortion power referred to the output.

3
crest factor plus margin

4In many textbooks, a relationship of -9.6dB is stated, because 0IP3 is referred

to the power of one interférer only. The difference is 4.5dB or a factor y/8.
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Since from equation (3.1) EVM relates to the signal-to-distortion ra¬

tio:

-20 • log10 (EVM) = SDR = Pout - PDIS [dB] (3.6)

,
the contribution of 3rd-order nonlinearity to EVM equals

EVMoIP3 = 10 io

3

(3.7)

,where Pout and oIP3 are given in dBm. For an oIP3 of 19dBm and

an output power of OdBm, it results in an EVM contribution of 1.3%.

Output [dBm]

OIPc

out

DIS

Pjn ilP3 Input [dBm]

Figure 3.10: Straight-line approximation.

It is important to note that the above relation between oIP3 and

EVM was derived for a two-tone test, in which two sinusoidal input

signals are used. The statistics of a real WCDMA signal are different

from those of a two-tone test signal and so is the resulting EVM
for a given oIP3 and Pout- Since the crest factor of the transmitted

WCDMA signal is about 3.5dB, the previous derivation should result

in a reasonable approximation.

Modulation accuracy also depends on I/Q mismatch, carrier leak¬

age and baseband filter amplitude and group delay ripple. Gain and
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phase mismatch between the quadrature channels can be expressed in

terms of rejection of the unwanted sideband (SSB)

<7<?R m inn
/^A^2 + 2-A^-coS(A0) + l

SSBdB =
10

•

logw [AA2_2.AA.cosm + 1
(3.8)

,where AA is the amplitude mismatch and A0 is the phase mismatch

between the I and the Q channel [41]. Rejection of unwanted side¬

band is shown in figure 3.11 as a function of amplitude and phase
mismatch. Specifying a SSB rejection of -30dB corresponds to a gain
error of 0.5dB and a phase error of 1.5degree, which is, assuming a rea¬

sonable margin for production, current state-of-the-art. Since SSB is a

dB-equivalent of EVM, its contribution to EVM equals 10~~ = 3 o.
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Figure 3.11: SSB rejection vs. gain and phase error.

To limit EVM introduced by amplitude and group delay ripple of

the 4th-order Chebychev baseband filter, a filter prototype with an

amplitude ripple of 0.2dB was chosen and the cutoff frequency was

placed at 3.1MHz, well outside the channel bandwidth of 1.92MHz.

An EVM of 3% is specified for the baseband filter. Finally, a carrier

leakage specification of -25dBc results in an additional EVM contri¬

bution of 5.6%.
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Assuming that all contributors are uncorrelated, the total EVM is

the root-mean-square (RMS) sum of the individual components.

EVMTx = y/EVM5m + EVMf/Q + EVM*Carrier + EVM%B

(3-9)

,
which results in a total EVM of 7.2% for the complete transmitter.

Compared to 17.5% from type approval requirements, this leaves a

safe margin for nonlinearity of the power amplifier.

3.3.5 3rd-Harmonic Suppression

Switching-type mixers are generally used for both up- and downcon-

version of the wanted signal, to limit gain loss and maximize SNR

in the frequency conversion stage. Whenever such mixer topology is

used, spectral repetitions of the signal are generated at the harmonics

of the carrier frequency. In a direct-upconversion architecture and as¬

suming a double-balanced modulator topology for carrier suppression,
the strongest spurious emission is around the third harmonic of the

carrier frequency.

Taking the Fourier series of an ideal square-wave switching func¬

tion results in a third harmonic only 9.5dB below the wanted signal

(factor ^). Any other switching function results in a lower third har¬

monic, up to a purely sinusoidal multiplication function, which does

not generate any harmonics at all. This is the case for an analog

multiplier, with its drawbacks of increased noise and reduced gain.

37.5dB

3cog frequency

Figure 3.12: Third harmonic filtering requirements.
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The generation of a third harmonic results in additional filtering
requirements. As shown in figure 3.12, the spurious emission mask

requires an output psd of -90dBm/Hz. At maximum output power,

in case of class 3 operation (+23dBm), the psd of the wanted signal
is +23dBm - 10 • logi0(3.84MHz) = -43dBm/Hz. With a third har¬

monic 9.5dB below the wanted signal, the required attenuation around

6GHz is 37.5dB.

If both duplexer and Tx filter are used, this requirement is easily
met. Yet, if the Tx filter is removed, further filtering of the third

harmonic is required inside the transmit path. Assuming a conser¬

vative 15dB of attenuation from the duplexer leaves 22.5dB attenu¬

ation required by the transmitter itself. To meet this requirement,

frequency-selective RLC networks are used in both I/Q modulator

and RF pre-amplifier.

3.3.6 Specification Summary

A summary of the key transmitter specifications is given in table 3.1.

Transmitter

Typical WCDMA Output Power 0 dBm

Gain Control Range (ldB steps) 101 dB

Gain Step Accuracy 0.5 dB

oCPldB 5 dBm

0IP3 19 dBm

Carrier Suppression >25 dBc

SSB Suppression >30 dBc

3rd Harmonic Suppression >22.5 dB

Output Noise psd -150 dBc/Hz
EVM (at Pout = OdBm) <8 %

ACLR (at Pout = OdBm) -38 dBc

Table 3.1: Transmitter specification summary.

The transmitter chain consists of a cascade of nonlinear stages,
as shown in figure 3.13. Cascading formulas can be derived in order
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Figure 3.13: A cascade of nonlinear stages.

to find block-level oCP\dB and oIP3 specifications from their overall

counterparts. To do so accurately, the correlation among the nonlinear

components generated at the output of each individual stage must

be known, which is rarely possible. A worst-case estimate can be

obtained, assuming that all nonlinear components are fully correlated.

As a result, their voltages are added rather than their powers.

The overall oCP\dB of a cascade of nonlinear stages is then found as

1 1 1
+ ^ 7777 + ••• +

oCPldB oCPn GPn oCPn-! GPn- GPn_, GP2- oCP1

(3.10)
,where oCPi is the output-referred ldB compression point of the ith

stage and Gp% is its power gain. Doing the same for the third order

intercept point results in

1 1 1
+ ^ 777 + ••• +

oIP3 oIPn GPn olPn-x GPn GPn_x GP2- oIP1

(3.11)
,where oIPi is the output-referred third-order intercept point of the ith

stage. Assuming the baseband filter to be much more linear than both

modulator and pre-amplifier, only the cascade of the latter two needs

to be considered. Whereas oIP3 is a small-signal phenomenon and the

cascading formula should be reasonably accurate, oCP\dB is a large-

signal characteristic. The cascading formula can then only be used if

gain compression results from 3rd-order nonlinearity exclusively, while

clipping also generates higher harmonics. Another simple approach is

to keep the oCP\dB of each stage higher than the output power level

by at least the crest factor of the signal plus some margin. Table 3.2

summarizes the specifications for each block in the transmit chain

separately.
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Baseband Filter 4th order Chebychev, 0.2dB ripple
Cutoff Frequency 3.1 MHz

Gain Control Range (ldB steps) 41 dB

Gain Step Accuracy 0.5 dB

Input/Output Level 1 VpP)diff
EVM 3 %

I/Q Modulator and I/Q Divider

Maximum Output Level -7.5 dBm

Gain Control Range (6dB steps) 48 dB

Gain Step Accuracy 0.5 dB

OCPldB 1 dBm

0IP3 15 dBm

Carrier Suppression >25 dBc

SSB Suppression >30 dBc

Output Noise psd -150 dBc/Hz

RF Pre-amplifier
Power Gain 10 dB

Gain Control Range (6dB steps) 12 dB

Gain Step Accuracy 0.5 dB

OCPldB 6 dBm

0IP3 20 dBm

Table 3.2: Transmitter block-level specifications.
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Chapter 4

Design of the

Transmitter Building
Blocks

This chapter presents the main building blocks that form a direct-

upconversion transmitter. After the design of the baseband filter is

explained, the I/Q modulator is presented in more detail as it con¬

stitutes a key circuit block along the transmit chain. It is followed

by a description of the I/Q divider, which is designed in conjunction
with the modulator. Finally, two different RF pre-amplifier topologies
are presented that provide a high linear output power and guarantee
accurate gain control at radio frequencies.

4.1 Baseband Filter

The baseband filter serves as a reconstruction filter for the digital-to-
analog converter (DAC). Its purpose is to attenuate spectral repeti¬
tions at multiples of the clock frequency of 39MHz. The required stop-
band attenuation is derived from the spurious emission mask. Inband

linearity in terms of EVM defines the allowed inband magnitude and

group delay ripple. The filter transfer function is based on a 4th-order

45
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Chebyshev lowpass filter prototype with 0.2dB ripple. To reduce the

group delay ripple, the cutoff frequency is placed at 3.1MHz, which is

significantly higher than the channel bandwidth of 1.92MHz.

As the transmit signal is large compared to the thermal noise floor,
the main contributor to EVM is distortion. The only noise require¬
ment for the baseband filter results from the GSM 1800 Rx band,
which is at only 20MHz offset of the lowest UMTS TDD channel,
where filter attenuation is not yet very pronounced. At higher fre¬

quencies, the filter characteristic reduces its output noise to negligible
values.

main noise

Second biquad contributors

0,-6,-12dB

& 1 / ' 0-

Î / Î
0,-6,-12dB 0,-1,-2,-3,-4,-5dB 0,-6,-12dB

Gain distribution

o VoutP

* voutN

Figure 4.1: Baseband filter block diagram.

The filter transfer function is synthesized using two active-RC

Tow-Thomas biquads, as shown in figure 4.1 [42,43]. An active-RC

implementation was preferred to e.g. a gm-C implementation because

of its higher linearity. In addition to filtering, the baseband filter in¬

cludes 4ldB of programmable gain in ldB steps. Accurate gain control

is realized by switching unit resistors. To minimize the area require¬
ment and improve the overall accuracy, the required gain control is

distributed among four different stages along the baseband filter, as

shown in figure 4.1. The ldB steps, which are more difficult to realize,
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are placed in the third gain stage, where only two resistors have to be

switched.

Filter poles and zeros are defined by several RC products, which

can always be implemented either by large resistors and small ca¬

pacitors or vice-versa. Small capacitor values are preferred to reduce

the overall filter area and lower the load capacitance of the opamps,

therefore decreasing their current consumption. However, increasing
the resistor level increases their noise contribution, resulting in an up¬

per bound, when the latter becomes dominant compared to opamp

noise. In addition, decreasing the opamp current consumption gener¬

ally also increases its noise. The basic tradeoff between area, output
noise and current consumption is evident. The main noise contribu¬

tors can be identified as the last opamp as well as resistors Rn, shown

in figure 4.1. All other contributors are already attenuated by the

filter characteristic of the second biquad. The chosen resistor level

limits noise due to Rn to a fraction of the opamp noise, resulting in a

total capacitance of 37pF and a total area of 0.2mm2 for the complete
I and Q channel filter.

The large spread of the RC product in integrated passive com¬

ponents requires tuning of the filter corner frequency to achieve the

specified group delay of 80ns without equalization. With a process

spread of 10% for integrated resistors and 15% for MIM capacitors,
the spread of the RC product is (1.15 * 1.10) - 1 = 26%. The fil¬

ter capacitors are therefore built of unit capacitors, programmable
over 5bits [44], which results in a frequency tuning range of 48% with

3% accuracy. The filter tuning is done automatically by the same

frequency tuning circuit implemented in our WCDMA receiver and

described in [45].
The same operational amplifier (opamp) is used four times to im¬

plement the filter structure of figure 4.1. The opamp is based on

a two-stage miller topology, as shown in figure 4.2 [46]. Two-stage

opamps are best suited to drive the resistive loads of active-RC struc¬

tures. Resistor Rc and capacitor Cc implement lead compensation,
as opposed to the more commonly used dominant-pole compensation.
The additional zero increases the phase margin, by cancelling the first

non-dominant pole of the opamp. To guarantee 0.2dB passband rip¬

ple as well as the required attenuation characteristic, the opamps are

designed for a dc-gain of 70dB and a gain-bandwidth of 150MHz.
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Figure 4.2: Baseband filter miller opamp.

To drive the low-impedance input of the I/Q modulator, an ad¬

ditional source-follower output stage is placed at the output of the

last opamp. A single-ended version is shown in figure 4.3. At max¬

imum gain, a signal swing of 0.25Vpk,se has to drive a 250Ohm re¬

sistor. The minimum bias current for the output stage is therefore

0.25V/250Ohm=lmA. To save power, the bias current of the output

stage can be reduced at lower gain, when either the signal swing de¬

creases or the modulator's input impedance increases. The current

consumption of the baseband filter is 12mA at maximum gain and

reduces to 8mA and 6mA after the first two 6dB gain steps.

'bias

Vin' C

CTU
nffi ^ xn

Figure 4.3: Last opamp output stage (single-ended version).
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4.1.1 Measured Performance

A measured filter characteristic is shown in figure 4.4, together with

the specified stopband attenuation. Automatic frequency tuning al¬

lowed for correct positioning of the transfer characteristic between

passband and stopband. Measured amplitude ripple and group delay

ripple are 0.2dB and 39ns, respectively.
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Figure 4.4: Filter transfer function with stopband attenuations.

Excellent gain step accuracy has been measured, with a typical error

of ±0.1dB over the complete 41dB gain range, as shown in figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Measured gain characteristics.
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A summary of measured performance is given in table 4.1. Mea¬

sured dc-offset at the output is 6mV. Compared to a differential signal
swing of 0.5V at maximum gain, the offset will upconvert to a carrier

leakage, relative to the signal, of

Carrierleakage = 20 • log10 I
'

'__ J = -3hAdBc (4.1)
1 0.5k J

Measured output noise at 20MHz offset is 7.6nV/vHz, which will

not be negligible compared to I/Q modulator noise. At maximum

gain, the baseband filter's noise alone will result in a signal-to-noise
ratio of

SNR = 20 • log10
7.6 nV

s/Hz

0_,y
-153-

dBc

~Hz
(4.2)

A measured HP3 of 24dBVrms and a measured EVM of 2.8% confirm

the high linearity of the baseband filter.

Baseband Filter 4th order Chebychev
Gain Range in ldB Steps -41 to 0 dB

Gain Step Accuracy ±0.1 dB

Output Noise @20MHz 7.6 nV/vlïz"
Output DC-Offset 6 mV

Amplitude Ripple 0.2 dB

Group Delay Ripple 39 ns

EVM 2.8 %

ilPs 24 dBVrms

iIP2 >60 dBVrms

Idd 12/8/6 mA

Area 0.2 mm2

Table 4.1: Measured performance summary.
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4.2 Frequency-Selective Networks

Before discussing transmitter circuits that operate at radio frequen¬
cies, this section studies a basic RLC network used as a tuned load,
as well as the cascade of such networks using active devices. Further¬

more, the physical implementation of on-chip inductors is presented.

4.2.1 Tuned RLC Load

Low-voltage RF circuits can benefit significantly from the considerate

use of on-chip inductors. On one hand they allow the outputs to be bi¬

ased at the supply voltage, thus reducing the headroom requirements.
This is an important aspect, if high output signal swings are to be gen¬

erated at a low supply voltage, or if a few transistors are to be stacked

on top of each other. On the other hand, a tuned load removes the

bandwidth limitation in the presence of a large load capacitance from

the following stage. The load resistance can therefore be increased,
which reduces the current consumption for a given output voltage
or power. Finally, a tuned load helps attenuating spurious emissions

around higher harmonics, generated by the upconversion switching
process.

© t

CO»

in

->—t

© +

RL = Rload II Qind^O1-

Figure 4.6: Parallel resonant circuit.

A parallel resonant circuit is shown on the left of figure 4.6. The

losses of the inductor can be modeled by a series resistance Rs, which,
together with the inductance L, defines the (unloaded) quality factor

of the inductor, Q^a. = ^r^. For u » 4s which around the fre-
R.q
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quency of interest1, is equivalent to Qind ^> 1, the resistance Rs can

be transformed into an equivalent parallel resistance Rp = Qind^oL,
and the resonant circuit simplifies to the one shown on the right of fig¬
ure 4.6. The (loaded) quality factor of the resonant circuit then equals
Q — -^-, where Rl refers to the parallel combination of the load re¬

sistor Rioad and the parasitic resistance of the inductor Rp. Adding a

resistor Rioad in parallel with the resonant circuit always reduces the

circuit (loaded) Q compared to the inductor (unloaded) Q.
The transfer function (transimpedance) of figure 4.6 is

A {ju)
Vout (jv) juL Rl

(4.3)
The frequency response of the magnitude of equation (4.3) is plotted
in figure 4.7, as a function of the normalized frequency —, for different

values of Q and for Rl = 1
•
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Figure 4.7: Single-stage tuned load transfer function.

At the resonance frequency uo, the susceptance of the inductor

exactly cancels the susceptance of the capacitor, so that the magnitude
of the transfer function equals Rl •

At high and low frequencies the

Hhe resonant frequency cüq =
ŒC
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transfer function rolls of at -20dB per decade, typical for second-order

bandpass structures. Near resonance, the frequency response however

becomes much more selective as the Q increases. This results in an

increased attenuation of 20 • login (Q) at high offset frequencies from

the resonant frequency. Yet, the increased Q also decreases the useful

bandwidth around uq, which is defined by the 3dB bandwidth

BW3dB =

Un

2ir-Q
[Hz] (4.4)

The fundamental trade-off between flat frequency response and

out-of-band filtering is evident. While the Q of the resonant circuit

should be low to guarantee a flat frequency response, for good out-of-

band filtering it should be high.
The same resonance frequency may be obtained with different val¬

ues of L and C. The use of a larger inductance has the advantage
that a larger load resistor can be used to get the same B3dB (same
loaded Q), resulting in lower current consumption for a given output

power. Therefore, although the capacitance cancels at resonance, the

following stage should still be designed for low input capacitance.

4.2.2 Cascading Actively-Coupled RLC Loads

Both RF blocks in a direct-conversion transmitter, I/Q modulator and

RF pre-amplifier, can make use of a tuned output load to increase

the rejection of high-frequency spurs. Figure 4.8 shows a cascade of

frequency-selective RLC loads coupled using active devices.

Vdd

Jjjh \ltj» \B
VinHCgm^HLgms1— -

Rm

-°vout

HHlSm
m

Figure 4.8: Cascade of actively-coupled RLC stages.
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Since the output is dc-connected to the supply voltage, ac-coupling
is used to connect to the next stage, introducing some signal loss. In

general, if all resonant circuits are equal (same resonant frequency
and quality factor), the magnitude response of the transfer function,

neglectling losses due to ac-coupling, is simply

\Av(jcü)\
Vout (JW)

Vin {ju)

An

l + Q2-(^-l?)
m

2

(4.5)

9mmR'm,where m is the number of stages and An = #mii?i • gm2R2
is the maximum gain at the resonance frequency.

With each additional stage, the transfer function at high and low

frequency rolls off at an additional -20dB per decade, increasing the

selectivity of the overall circuit. The attenuation of the nth harmonic

can be found as

Attr .thharmomc

\Av(n-jun)\

\Av(jUn)\
i + Q2-m

m

2

(4.6)

,
where Q is the quality factor of the individual stages and m is the

number of stages.

On the other hand, the overall quality factor Qtot of the cascade

of equal stages is higher than the quality factor Q of a single stage,
and equals [47]

Qtot —
Q

y/tâ
(4.7)

The higher quality factor reduces the 3dB bandwidth of the over¬

all transfer function. However, compared to the increase in high-
frequency rejection, the bandwidth reduction is moderate. Figure 4.9

shows both the attenuation of the third harmonic around 6GHz, as

well as the inband magnitude ripple between 1900 and 1980MHz, for

one and two stages, and as a function of the quality factor of each

stage. If the Q of both stages is set to 1.5, then, from figure 4.9(b),
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the inband ripple is still limited to well below O.ldB. This will guar¬

antee a flat frequency response in the band of interest, even in the

presence of significant process tolerances. From figure 4.9(a), the at¬

tenuation of the third harmonic is about 24.5dB, which results in 2dB

margin compared to the specification derived in section 3.3.5. Ac¬

cording to equation (4.7), the overall Qtot of the transmitter is 2.33.

This corresponds to a 3dB bandwidth of approximately 830MHz.
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Figure 4.9: Tuned load characteristics.

4.2.3 Integrated Inductor Design

A low quality factor (Q) of the inductors can limit the performance
of the RF circuits along the transmit chain. The Q of the on-chip
inductor shown in figure 4.10(a) is increased using the following tech¬

niques [48]:

• Crosscoupled fully differential layout: For differential circuit ar¬

chitectures, the use of one differential inductor, instead of two

single-ended ones, exploits the coupling factor of around 0.8 to

increase the inductance, leading to a higher ^ ratio. As the dif¬

ferential inductor is used in a balanced configuration, the middle

capacitance of the lumped model of figure 4.10(b) cancels. This

effectively increases the self-resonance frequency and the differ¬

ential Q of the inductor.
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High winding count: With n the number of turns in a coil, the

coil inductance L oc n2 and the coil series resistance Rs oc n,

so a higher n will improve the ^ ratio. An upper boundary for

n comes from the fact that the winding-to-winding capacitance
also increases with n.

Special inductor layout: The middle tap of the inductor is the

outer winding in the layout. It is laid out wider to reduce the

ohmic resistance of this winding, without any capacitive penalty,
as its capacitance is at common mode. This increases the ^ ratio

largely since the outer winding is the longest one. The inner

windings are thinner, which decreases the capacitive load at the

RF nodes, therefore increasing the ^ ratio and the differential

self-resonance frequency.

middle

input 2

inputl input2

(a) Inductor micrograph (b) Lumped circuit model

Figure 4.10: Integrated inductor.

To reduce the series resistance further, the three top metal layers
(metal 4 to metal 6) are put in parallel. The two top metal layers are

thick-metal layers (0.55/jra thick instead of 0.32/mi), which is a special

process option primarily used to design high-Q inductors. With the

octagonal inductor layout of figure 4.10(a), a Q of 10 to 12 can be

achieved for differential excitations around 2GHz.
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4.3 I/Q Modulator

For direct-upconversion architectures the performance of the I/Q mod¬

ulator is of primary importance for the overall success. To implement a

modulator with high linearity and low carrier leakage at a low power

consumption and at the low supply voltage of an advanced CMOS

process is a challenge on its own. The imperative requirement of the

WCDMA system to provide a wide range of accurate gain control,
and to maintain a low output noise power of -150dBc/Hz, compli¬
cates the design task further. The latter is dictated by the emission

mask specifications and is indispensable, if a highly integrated trans¬

mitter without external transmit filter is the ultimate goal. Finally, to

secure accurate 90° phase-shifted LO signals is another difficult task

at frequencies in the low GHz range.

4.3.1 Upconversion Mixer Architecture

A double-balanced current-commutating mixer is used for the upcon¬

version, as shown in figure 4.11. The double-balanced configuration
suppresses the RF carrier and leaves mismatch as the only source

of carrier leakage. The differential structure rejects even harmonics,
whereas the tuned output load is used to attenuate odd harmonics,
primarily the third harmonic around 6GHz.

The baseband voltage signal is converted to current by the linear

resistor R\, and is redirected to the output of a regulated-cascode
transistor configuration. Above the regulated cascode, commutating
switches convert the signal current up to radio frequencies [49]. Fi¬

nally, the RF current flows into an on-chip tuned load.

Linear gain control is obtained by varying resistor R±. To save

power, the bias current reduces at lower gain, when the signal current

decreases. As will be explained in section 5.3, implementing variable

biasing in the modulator also helps to reduce the carrier leakage.

4.3.2 General Analysis

Apart from accurate gain control, the main challenges are to ensure a

low output noise power and low current consumption. Increasing the

load resistor Rl reduces the current consumption for a given output
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Figure 4.11: Mixer circuit diagram.

voltage, but increases its own noise contribution (vUjrl — y/AkTRL)-
Additionally, in order to guarantee accuracy of the absolute gain, the

size of Rl is upper-bounded by the limited Q of the inductor. To keep
the gain of the circuit well-defined by the value of the load resistor,
the latter needs to be chosen significantly lower than the equivalent
parallel resistor of the inductor Rp.

A 13.24nH differential inductor is used in the I/Q modulator out¬

put stage to provide resonance at 2GHz with the combined capacitive
load of both modulator and pre-amplifier. The octagonal inductor

layout of figure 4.10(a) consists of nine windings and achieves a dif¬

ferential Q of around 12 at 2GHz, which translates to an equivalent
parallel resistance Rp of 2000Ohm. To get a total load resistance Rl
of 250Ohm, the physically implemented load resistor Rioad is set to

Rioad =
Rp • Rl 2000 • 250

Rv - RL 2000 - 250
= 2S60hm (4.8)
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Placing a load resistor in parallel with the inductor artificially lowers

the quality factor of the tuned output load to Q =

~^
= 1.5. The

large 3dB bandwidth of 1.3GHz reduces the sensitivity of the transfer

characteristic to process variations.

Although level plans are traditionally referred to power levels, at

the output of the I/Q modulator the peak voltage level is the primary
design variable. With a load resistor of 250Ohm, a maximum output

power of -7.5dBm corresponds to 0.3Vpk,diff, a reasonable value both

in terms of voltage headroom for the modulator as well as linearity of

the subsequent RF pre-amplifier. Since the modulator output power

is defined for a single-sideband (SSB) sinusoidal input signal, the out¬

put voltage of each mixer equals 0.15Vpk,diff, and the resulting signal
current is

j _

0A5Vpk,diff
_ A

, x

s'r/~
2500/im

-ü-bmAPk W

Assuming 5dB loss from the switching devices2, the baseband signal
current Is^b is 1.07mA. As the baseband filter's single-ended output

swing is 0.25Vpk, the required value for resistor R\ is 2340hm. Con¬

sidering 10% process variation for resistor R\ and adding some margin
to guarantee a minimum current flow through transistor M\, the bias

current of each mixer branch is set to 1.4mA.

4.3.3 Accurate Gain Control - the Input Stage

Since the mixer input signal is at baseband, the whole wealth of low

frequency circuit techniques can be used to optimize the input stage
for low noise, low dc-offset and high linearity. The result is a regulated
cascode configuration, as shown in figure 4.12 [50].

The baseband voltage signal is converted to current by resistor R\.
The resulting signal current is redirected to the output of a regulated-
cascode transistor configuration, whose output impedance is high and

input impedance at nodes A and B is low over the channel band¬

width of 1.92MHz, thanks to the operational transconductance am¬

plifier (OTA) in the regulation loop. With taw input impedance on

nodes A and B, the signal current is solely determined by resistor R\.

2-3.92dB in case of perfect switching
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Accurate gain control over a 48dB range is realized by programming

R± in 6dB steps.

'outP 'outN

V:

inP o-

M.

-9^—7

VB c-

X

5AP

t

-T—"Il M

C,

B

t in

1 / 1 o VinN

\
Mr

Figure 4.12: Mixer input stage.

With high OTA gain inside the signal bandwidth, gain accuracy

depends on the relative matching of resistor R\ between different gain

settings. The matching performance of two equal-type resistors is

defined by the standard deviation a of the relative resistance difference

AR/R and equals

o(AR/R) =
A —

VW^L
(4.10)

,
where AAR,^ = 1.8%//ra is the matching constant for p+-poly resis¬

tors. The statistics of the extraction of the matching constant is based

on hundreds of measurements of test structures on different chips and

on different wafers. Based on a 3o~ deviation, the minimum resistor

area for ±0.1dB (1.14%) matching is

WL>
•3-1.8%'

1.14%
22.4/zra^ (4.11)

At any gain setting, resistor R\ is build of at least 4 unit resistors in

parallel, with a total area of at least 25.6pm2.
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So long as its own noise contribution does not dominate the over¬

all output noise, a larger load resistor Rl not only lowers the current

consumption but also helps reducing the noise contribution of the

input stage. That is to say, a lower bias current reduces the noise

contribution of the bias transistors M3, which is proportional to their

transconductance gm and therefore to the square root of the bias cur¬

rent, v^6- The gm is further decreased to 12mS, by applying a higher
overdrive voltage of 200mV. The higher overdrive voltage can be tol¬

erated because the input impedance at nodes A and B of figure 4.12

is low and therefore there is no signal swing on the drains of the

bias transistors. The overall noise of the bias transistors results in a

signal-to-noise ratio of

SNH = »Mo*. (|) = «Ho*, (^f^j = -15*5^
(4.12)

, contributing about half of the total noise power target.3
With the load resistor contributing slightly less than the bias tran¬

sistors, the remaining noise sources need to be kept significantly lower

to achieve the set target of —150^^. These sources are the regulat¬

ing opamp's input-referred noise, the noise from the mixer switches

and the noise from the cascode transistors M\. Inside the regulation
bandwidth, the contribution of the latter is attenuated by the gain of

the opamp, and can therefore be neglected.
Low carrier leakage is another requirement for the modulator. It

is achieved by reducing all dc-offsets, which are upconverted to the

carrier. Besides the offset from the baseband filter, the main con¬

tributors are the offset from the regulating amplifiers and the offset

from the bias current sources M3. With the OTA designed for low

input offset, carrier leakage in the modulator is mainly determined by
the current mismatch of the bias transistors. The latter can be im¬

proved by using large transistors and a well-matched layout. For this

purpose, based on statistical mismatch data provided by the foundry,
very large transistors of 500um width and 4um length were used to

bias the two mixers.

3The thermal noise coefficient 7 approximates | for long-channel devices in

saturation but can be considerably higher for short-channel devices.
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4.3.4 Input Stage Opamp Design

The input stage relies on the high gain of the regulated cascode to

guarantee its high linearity. The input impedance at nodes A and B

of figure 4.12 equals

Ri
gmi (A + 1)

(4.13)

,
where A is the gain of the opamp. A fully-differential, folded cascode

operational transconductance amplifier is well suited to drive the high
impedance, capacitive loads of the two cascode transistors M\ [51].
The circuit schematic is shown in figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Folded cascode OTA.

The basic idea of the folded-cascode OTA is to apply cascode tran¬

sistors to the input differential-pair but using transistors of the oppo¬

site type from those used in the input stage. By having all internal

nodes (except the output node) of low impedance, the speed of the

opamp is maximized. The OTA is designed for a DC gain of 70dB

and a unity gain bandwidth (GBW) of 340MHz, so that, at the sig¬
nal corner frequency of 1.92MHz, the amplifier still provides about

45dB gain. This guarantees very linear voltage-to-current conversion

through resistor R1. Also, in the GSM1800 Rx band at 20MHz offset,
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the amplifier has still enough gain to attenuate the noise contribution

of transistor M\ by more than 20dB.

The common-mode feedback (CMFB) circuit regulates the input
common-mode voltage at nodes A and B of figure 4.12 to 350mV,
which is also the output common-mode voltage of the baseband filter.

Because of the low input common-mode voltage, a PMOS input stage
is required for both the OTA and the CMFB circuit.

The OTA is designed for very low input noise and low input offset

to reduce carrier leakage. Since the cascode transistors M5 and Mj
contribute negligible noise and offset, the input-referred noise voltage
approximates

9rrn 9mi 9mi

while the input-referred offset voltage approximates

Vo, « \IVc%Mi + (9f^ V0,S + (*2S. V0,S (4.15)
\ymi / \ymi J

,
where VOSM corresponds to the offset voltage of transistors M{, re¬

ferred to their input.

To reduce both input noise and offset, very wide and non-minimum

length transistors are used for the input differential-pair. The large
transistor area decreases their own offset and the large transconduc¬

tance gmi reduces their own noise as well as the noise and offset con¬

tribution of the other transistors. In addition, the bias current in

the input branch is set to four times the bias current in the output

branch, which further increases gmi and improves both noise and off¬

set performance. The reduced slew rate can be tolerated because the

OTA output only controls the gate of a cascode transistor, with its

corresponding small signal swing. The higher bias current in the in¬

put branch makes the noise and offset contribution from transistor

M3 dominant compared to the contribution of Mg. Long transistors

of L=lum have been used for M3 to reduce their transconductance

and improve their matching.
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The resulting input noise voltage of 2.5 jt== can be translated to
y Hz

a signal-to-noise ratio of

SNR = 20 • log10 ( - ) = 20 • log10 ( -t^TT I = ~163f7 (4-16)

,
which is well below the target of -T50^|j for the whole modulator.

At lower gain settings, the bias current in the mixer is reduced.

This lowers the transconductance of transistor Mi, which decreases

the phase margin of the regulated cascode. In order to guarantee

closed-loop stability under worst-case conditions, even when the bias

current is reduced, the OTA uses lead compensation instead of the

more widely used dominant-pole compensation. The lead compensa¬

tion is realized by resistor Re shown in figure 4.12. A 200Ohm resistor

together with a 2.5pF compensation capacitor Cc result in a zero of

the open-loop transfer characteristic at around 320MHz.

4.3.5 Mixer Conversion Gain - the Switching Stage

The purpose of the switching stage is to perform upconversion of the

baseband signal to the RF frequency. This is accomplished by alter¬

nately toggling the positive and negative input current signals to the

positive and negative output nodes, at a rate given by the LO fre¬

quency. The LO signal used to drive the mixer switches is a sinewave

with limited amplitude.
To calculate the voltage gain of the mixer, the conversion gain of

a switching pair, from its source current input to its drain current

output, is needed first. Figure 4.14 shows a switching pair along with

its large-signal characteristic.

As can be noted from the bottom graph of figure 4.14(b), the con¬

version gain of a switching pair is a time-varying function between -1

and +1. Taking the Fourier series of the time-varying transfer func¬

tion leads to the conversion gain at the different harmonics of the LO

frequency, the fundamental being the wanted gain [52]. Based on a

quadratic transistor model and neglecting bulk effect and velocity sat¬

uration, the time needed for the differential-pair to switch completely
from one side to the other is
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Figure 4.14: Mixer switching pair
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(4.17)
To simplify calculations, the bottom graph of figure 4.14(b)is ap¬

proximated as a straight line between +1 and -1 during the switching
events At. The fundamental of the Fourier series then equals

^JfiTIl

diOUt\<jJLO+<JJBB

di
in\LOBB

At

Tlo
t • sm(u>Lot) • dt + f-/ At

TLO At

2 2

2 t^n^ox t

77 Alo arcsin Ib
1

», C W At
^

2 fJ'ri^'OX "T*~ ^-hO

1 • sin(ujLot) • dt

(4.18)
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The conversion gain of equation (4.18) is shown in figure 4.15 as a

function of LO amplitude and switch size, for a bias current of 1.4mA.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
ALO [Vpk>diff]

Figure 4.15: Conversion gain of a switching pair.

The gain of the switching pair can be increased by making the

switches faster. This is done either by increasing the LO amplitude or

by increasing the switch size (their gm)- Decreasing the bias current

also makes the switches faster, because less current has to be toggled
from one side to the other. In the limit case of instantaneous switch¬

ing, the gain saturates at f, or -3.92dB. This corresponds to the ideal

situation of a square-wave LO signal. For best performance in terms

of conversion gain and noise, the switching loss should be as close as

possible to its ideal value. As can be seen from figure 4.15, the ap¬

propriate design space is narrowed down significantly to a switch size

of 50 to 75um and a LO amplitude of 0.4 to 0.7Vpk,diff-
Finally, the voltage gain of the double-balanced mixer architecture

of figure 4.11 equals

2

TX

1 In

2

TT

Rl

rI

Rl
y 2"" m L

(4.19)R^ Alo .

i 1
Alo J

aic^m i w J „ w

\ V 2 ^n ox L

Gy

The conversion gain depends on the ratio of two resistors R\ and

Rl- The accuracy of the ratio of two resistors can be improved by
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increasing their area and by using equal-type resistors. In addition,
absolute gain accuracy depends on how well-defined both the switch

loss and the equivalent parallel resistor of the inductor Rind are. The

load resistor Rioad was chosen significantly smaller than R{nd- Even

a 30% variation of the latter would only result in a 5% variation of

the equivalent load resistor Rl- Furthermore, as the switches are

designed to be well inside the saturated gain region, close to -3.92dB

loss, process variations won't have a large effect on the switch loss.

Therefore, the absolute gain of the modulator should be controlled

within about ±10% (about ±ldB).
In cascode mode, the switches don't contribute any noise, while in

differential-pair mode during switching events, they contribute their

full gm noise. Therefore, to reduce the noise contribution from the

switches, the switches need to be fast, but have a small gm. This

is achieved by using larger LO amplitudes in exchange for smaller

switch size, which in turn can only be done because the headroom

requirements are reduced, by having no signal swing on nodes A and

B of figure 4.12. A smaller switch size also reduces the switch capaci¬
tance and therefore the I/Q divider's current consumption, as will be

explained in section 4.3.7.

4.3.6 Interface to Pre-Amplifier - the Output Stage

A possible implementation of the interface between I/Q modulator

and pre-amplifier is shown in its single-ended version in figure 4.16(a).
An inductor biases the mixer switches to Vdd and tunes out the

parasitic capacitance at the modulator output. Ac-coupling is used

to connect to the pre-amplifier input, where Cpa represents the input

capacitance of the pre-amplifier. The transfer characteristic is shown

in figure 4.16(b) and equals

Vont Cac s L

Un Cac + CpA 1 + s -er + s2 • L • Ctot
(4.20)

Rl

,
where s — ju, Ctot = [Cp + Cpa+Cac ) anc* ^p is the parasitic

capacitance at the mixer output, including the equivalent capacitance
of the inductor. At resonance, the transfer function simplifies to
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Figure 4.16: Output interface - classical solution.
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1
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v^ä

(4.21)
tot

As is evident from equation (4.21) and from figure 4.16(b), the

capacitive divider between Cac and Cpa results in signal loss, unless

Cac is made significantly larger than Cpa- The suitability of this

approach is therefore mainly limited by the large capacitor required.
On one hand, an area overhead results, and on the other hand, the

limited Q of the capacitor itself can lead to significant signal losses to

the substrate.

Figure 4.17(a) presents an alternative solution. As opposed to fig¬
ure 4.16(a), the inductor is placed at the pre-amplifier input. Since it

tunes out the parasitic capacitance of the latter, a smaller ac-coupling
capacitor can be used. The resulting transfer characteristic is shown

in figure 4.17(b). At resonance, the transfer characteristic reduces to

Vout

<>in

Cac + Cp

Cac
Rl for u

VL^Citot

(4.22)

,
where Ctot — ( Cpa + cP+cAÇ ) •

^ne Passive network even provides

additional voltage gain from V{n to vout •
To guarantee a well-behaved

transfer characteristic, solely defined by the load resistor Rl, Cac
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(a) Circuit schematic
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Figure 4.17: Output interface - alternative solution.

must be chosen larger than Cp.4 The disadvantage of this approach
is that the mixer switches are biased below the supply voltage. The

dc-voltage drop AVDC = Rl Idc = I250hm 1.4mA = 0.175F

increases the headroom requirements and may be limiting at very low

supply voltages, unless significant voltage gain is implemented in the

passive network, thus reducing the swing at the modulator output.

Substrate losses are minimized by the use of high density, high-Q
metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors, which are available in the

chosen process technology. In a 0.13pm CMOS process, the capac¬

itive load of the pre-amplifier is low and the area overhead of the

ac-coupling capacitors is small. Therefore, and also to account for the

low supply voltage of 1.5V, the classical solution of figure 4.16(a) was

preferred.

In a first implementation, a 0.25pm CMOS process with 2.5V sup¬

ply was used. There, the interface of figure 4.17(b) was considered the

better solution, because of the higher supply voltage and because of

a larger capacitive load from the RF pre-amplifier, which are both a

byproduct of the older process technology. In the end, either interface

has shown to work properly.

Since Cp is smaller than Cpa, a smaller ac-coupling capacitor is required as

compared to the classical solution.
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4.3.7 I/Q Divider

A digital divider is used to generate accurate quadrature LO sig¬
nals at 2GHz from a higher-frequency local oscillator. As shown in

figure 4.18, a divide-by-two circuit can be implemented using the two

latches of a master-slave flip-flop operating in a negative feedback loop.

elk
•

1

»LO|+ TLOQ+
D+ i -±

O Ü

D- Master

Z+ D+

D-

+

O ü

Slave

Z+

Z-

ALOq.*LO|.

Figure 4.18: I/Q divider block diagram.

To guarantee accurate quadrature signals, the divider needs to be

driven by a 50% duty-cycle local oscillator signal clk. Any departure
from the 50% duty-cycle and any mismatch between the two latches

result in phase imbalance between the quadrature LO signals. This is

shown graphically in figure 4.19. A 50% duty-cycle LO signal can be

easily generated using a fully differential local oscillator.

« M

clk

LO, 4

I

LOq

clk

LO,

LOq

1

(a) 50% duty-cycle (b) not 50% duty-cycle

Figure 4.19: Impact of LO duty-cycle on phase imbalance.
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Apart from reducing LO pulling by the power amplifier output, by
using a doubled or even quadrupled LO frequency together with a dig¬
ital divider, a divide-by-N circuit also decreases the phase noise power

of the local oscillator by a factor of N2. Furthermore, the divider can

drive the large load capacitance from the two mixers directly without

buffer. These advantages prevail over the increased power budget of

the local oscillator operating at higher frequency.
The two latches of the divider flip-flop are shown in figure 4.20.

A current-steering topology was chosen for its low logic swing, which

allows the oscillator to be connected directly without buffer. Addi¬

tionally, it achieves a high speed, has differential operation, a low

sensitivity to substrate noise and low noise injection [53].

vbias <^§

Figure 4.20: I/Q divider circuit diagram.

Each latch consists of a differential-pair that is active during trans¬

parent mode, and a regenerative cross-coupled pair that is active dur¬

ing hold mode. The local oscillator signal clk is connected to the

input differential-pair consisting of transistors Mi and M2. When clk

is high, the master is in transparent mode. Transistor M2 is off and all

of the bias current Iß-, provided by transistor M3, is steered into tran¬

sistor Mi. The differential-pair transistors M4 amplify the quadrature
LO signal LOq by a gain equal to —gm4 • Rl- When clk goes low, the

master switches into hold mode. Transistor Mi turns off, and all the
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bias current is directed to M2. The regenerative cross-coupled pair,

consisting of transistors M5, will finalize the toggling and bring the

inphase LO signal LOi to its final amplitude Alo — Rl • Iß- The

slave latch behaves in the exactly opposite way. The latches have two

stable states during hold mode, Alo = ±Rl • Ib-

The speed of the divider is limited by the capacitive loading at

the output. The bandwidth is proportional to Rl • Cl-, where Cl

represents the sum of the mixer switch capacitance and the divider's

output capacitance. To guarantee proper operation of the divider

flip-flop, the internal gain gm5 • Rl must be higher than unity.
The divider flip-flop must always be designed together with the

modulator. The basic tradeoffs can be understood by looking at the

time needed for the mixer switches to completely switch from one side

to the other. Assuming a sinusoidal LO signal, this time equals

At = — • arcsin ( , /
u

JB
...

•

—!— 1 (4.23)

To prevent excessive loss in the mixer switches, At needs to be

small. This can be achieved either by increasing the mixer switch size

^ or by increasing the LO amplitude Alo- Increasing the switch size

increases the loading of the divider. To keep the divider bandwidth

constant, a smaller load resistor must be used, which increases its

current consumption. Using larger LO amplitudes with smaller mixer

switches is therefore preferred, but finally limited by the available

voltage headroom of the mixer.5

From equation (4.23) it is also visible that I/Q dividers benefit par¬

ticularly from the scaling of CMOS technology. The mixer switches

become faster, therefore lower LO amplitudes are needed and smaller

switches can be used. Smaller transistors can also be used for the

divider, without decreasing the internal flip-flop gain. Thus, the ca¬

pacitive load at the divider output reduces. The load resistor Rl can

be increased, which, together with the lower output amplitude, results

in significant current savings.

5To be more precise, what is needed for fast switching is not necessarily a large

amplitude but rather a steep slope —-ß^- = -^- around the zero-crossings. This

can be seen from figure 4.14(b), where only part of the LO amplitude is needed

to steer all of the current to one side.
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Bandwidth and headroom constraints limited the load resistance

to 450Ohm. To deliver 0.5Vpk,diff quadrature LO signals to the mod¬

ulator, as required by the mixer switches, the minimum bias current is

Ib = 0.5V/450Ohm — 1.1mA. It was finally set to 1.25mA, resulting
in only 2.5mA current consumption for the complete I/Q divider. The

gain of each latch is around 2.2, which guarantees signal propagation.

4.3.8 Measured Performance

Modulation accuracy in the transmitter is usually limited by gain
mismatch and phase error in the modulator. The measured single-
sideband performance is shown in figure 4.21. With the wanted signal
at +2.5dBm, the unwanted image is suppressed by 38dB. The third

harmonic distortion is measured at -39dBc, while the carrier leakage
is at -35dBc, before calibration is applied.
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Figure 4.21: Measured transmitter single sideband performance.

The performance of the I/Q modulator is summarized in table 4.2.

The modulator delivers an output power of -7.5dBm on 250Ohm and

provides 48dB of gain control in 6dB steps. Gain step accuracy is

better than 0.4dB for the first two gain steps, where the bias cur¬

rent is stepped down with the gain, and improves to below 0.2dB
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I/Q modulator and I/Ç! divider

Maximum Output Power -7.5 dBm

Gain Range in 6dB Steps 48 dB

Gain Step Accuracy ±0.4 dB

Output Noise @190MHz -151 dBc/Hz
Image Rejection -38 dBc

Carrier Suppression -35 dBc

Idd,Modulator 9/6/4.5 mA

-»-dd, Divider 2.5 mA

Area 0.41 mm2

Table 4.2: Measured performance summary.

thereafter.6 The modulator achieves an output noise power spectral
density7 of —151^j and consumes 9mA at maximum gain. After the

first two gain settings, the bias current reduces to 6mA and 4.5mA,
respectively.

4.4 RF Pre-Amplifier

After upconversion to radio frequencies, the signal needs to be ampli¬
fied to the required output level and matched to an external power

amplifier or to an external transmit filter, in case one is needed.

The challenge in designing RF pre-amplifiers in submicron CMOS

technology is in delivering a high linear output power from a low

supply voltage, which requires the use of low impedance and high
current levels. In addition, to alleviate the carrier leakage problem
described in chapter 5, gain control in the pre-amplifier is desirable.

Since the I/Q modulator's output noise is already significantly higher
than the thermal noise floor, the pre-amplifier's own noise contribution

will be insignificant in comparison, and does not need to be considered.

This section presents the design of two different single-stage am¬

plifiers, a differential-pair amplifier and a differential common-source

amplifier. Both amplifiers implement several steps of RF gain control,

6A varying bias current changes the signal loss through the mixer switches.

7Referred to the sinusoidal single-sideband output power.
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with sufficient gain accuracy to be employed in a WCDMA system.
A low-loss external balun implements the differential to single-ended
conversion needed to interface with the measurement equipment or

the power amplifier [54].8

4.4.1 Differential-Pair Amplifier

The RF pre-amplifier shown in figure 4.22 consists of a differential-

pair amplifier with tuned output load. Cascode transistors are in¬

serted to improve reverse isolation and increase the amplifier's output

impedance. The output tank circuit tunes out the parasitic capac¬

itance and helps attenuating spurious emissions around the signal's
third harmonic. Together with the modulator output tank, this re¬

duces further filtering requirements.

Figure 4.22: Differential-pair RF pre-amplifier.

For differential excitations, the differential-pair's common-source

node can be considered "

ac-ground", and the amplifier can be repre¬

sented by its small-signal equivalent half-circuit shown in figure 4.23.

8A differential input/single-ended output transmit filter can also be used, if

needed [39].
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Figure 4.23: Small-signal equivalent half-circuit.

It includes the output resistance rQ and transconductance gm of the

input and the cascode transistors as well as the bulk transconduc¬

tance gmb of the cascode transistor. The bias transistor M3 and the

input transistor's bulk transconductance can be omitted, because of

the ac-ground at the common-source node. Since load capacitance
and inductance cancel at resonance, only the load resistor is shown.

All parasitic capacitances at the cascode transistor's source node are

lumped into a single capacitance Ct- Applying Kirchhoff 's current

law, the voltage gain is found as

Av —
^•Rl

R,
+r0

(4.24)
1 +

r,+(a
\a l\r

-r ,

' C1 + *" ' T^ " Ct)
• ol^(ymc^ymbc) 'oc rol v '

To reduce signal loss at node A, the cascode transistor's input
impedance Rin,c needs to be smaller than both the input transistor's

output resistance, and the parasitic capacitance at its source node.

R
tn,c

9mc > g-mbc
<C roi and <C

9mc + 9mbc ^ " Ct
(4.25)
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Under this assumption, and with the output resistance significantly

higher than the load resistor (Rout ~ 2 • roc • r0\ (gmc + gmbc) > RL),
the overall gain reduces to its ideal value Av = —% • Rl

Gain Control Accuracy

To implement accurate gain control despite the high operating fre¬

quency, equally-sized unit amplifier cells are used [55]. As shown in

figure 4.24, they can be added in parallel to increase the gain and

output power accordingly. This solution is most power-efficient, since

the bias current scales down linearly with the gain.
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Figure 4.24: Gain control with differential-pair amplifier.

Gain step accuracy is process- and layout-dependent (matching
error) as well as design-dependent (intrinsic error). Matching errors

are minimized through optimized layout techniques, while intrinsic

gain errors must be kept low by design. The two major contributors

are the following:

• Varying output impedance: Since the pre-amplifier consists of

unit cells in parallel, its output impedance Rout doubles for each

6dB gain reduction (use of only half of the unit cells). With the
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gain of the amplifier approximating Av « —^ • (RouîWRl), the

gain step error equals

A I 2n -I-
^L

Gain Step Error = »'(GWa—')
= ^— (4.26)

2-^l(G„<„/2") 2» + 2.£^

,
where ßx, is the parallel combination of the load resistor and

the parasitic resistance of the inductor, Rout is the amplifier's

output impedance at maximum gain and n defines the gain step.
The largest error results for the first gain step (n=l from Gmax
to Gmax-6dB), and can be minimized by increasing the ampli¬
fier's output impedance. Besides increased reverse isolation, this

is the main reason for the use of cascode transistors. If gain ac¬

curacy is still not sufficient, then the load resistor Rl needs to

be reduced.

For lower gain steps (n >1) gain accuracy improves, because the

amplifier's output resistance is already significantly higher than

the load resistor.

• Varying input capacitance: Reducing the pre-amplifier gain re¬

duces its input capacitance accordingly, which results in a change
in resonant frequency of the input tuned load. According to

equation (4.21) and assuming Cac is made significantly larger
than Cpa to minimize signal loss in the capacitive divider, the

resonant frequency simplifies to

uo =
,

« (4.27)
'cP + crA-cAa \ VL * (Cp + CpA)
^

Cpa+Cac J

By the use of a low Q tuned input load, the gain step error

can be kept within a few tenth of dB. Alternatively, a smaller

inductor could be used with a larger capacitance Cp, reducing
the effect of a varying pre-amplifier input capacitance. However,
as explained in section 4.2.1, this is not desirable, because a

smaller inductor increases the Q of the overall tuned load.
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In summary, to achieve good gain accuracy, the amplifier's output

impedance needs to be high compared to the load impedance, and low

Q input and output tuned loads have to be used. The latter also helps
providing a flat inband frequency response despite significant process

variations.

Small-Signal Linearity - 0IP3

Distortion in integrated circuits is caused by nonlinear real and par¬

asitic resistors and capacitors as well as nonlinear transistor param¬

eters. Today's circuit models, e.g. the BSIM3 model, contain many

fitting parameters derived from measurements, and are optimized for

the use in circuit simulators. Unfortunately, the complexity of such

models make them inadequate for any kind of hand calculations. In

addition, in deep submicron technologies, many transistors are biased

in moderate or even weak inversion, which further defies analytical
derivation.

In a differential-pair amplifier, distortion is mostly caused by the

nonlinear transfer characteristic of the differential-pair itself, rather

than from the single transistors. Because of that, some qualitative
insight into the linearity behavior of the circuit can be gained even

based on a simplistic square-law transistor model.9 In that case, the

large-signal transfer function of the differential-pair amplifier equals

I
r

YL ^k at/. / 4'J*

2 L 2 V VnCox-T

&Vout = --»nCox—
TT

•

AVin
' \l ^ \ ~ ^in C4-2«)

A typical transfer function is shown in figure 4.25, with the limiting
characteristic clearly visible.

Modeling the transfer function as a third-order polynomial of the

form Vout = ai • Vin + a2 V?n + a3 • V^, the polynomial coefficients

can be found by simple derivation.

dVout
a± =

dV
in Vin—Q

Rl /
n
W

—

y Hn^ox-f--lB

)ID = hßnCox^(V9S-Vthf
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Figure 4.25: Differential-pair large-signal characteristic.
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(4.29)

As expected, in the absence of circuit mismatches, the amplifier
generates no 2nd-order nonlinearity even though the single transistors

do.10 The intercept points HP3 and oIP3 can be expressed in terms

of the polynomial coefficients of the transfer characteristic as

UP3[W] =

2--s/8-ai
3 • a3 Rin

oIP3[W] =Gp-iIP3 = fL-Al-im =

2•>/8 • a?
3 • a3 • Rl

Introducing coefficients a± to 03 into equation (4.30) results in

(4.30)

ks Jl\/'m

oIP3[W] =
--V2-RL-I_2

B (4.31)

10 Differential circuits driven by differential signals feature odd transfer charac¬

teristics, i.e. f(—x) = —f(x) and therefore produce no even-order distortion.
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,where Vovd — Vgs —Vth is the overdrive voltage of the input differential-

pair. As expected, the input-referred HP3 can be improved by increas¬

ing the overdrive voltage. In transmitter circuits, however, output-
referred linearity is the main concern. Since, for a fixed bias current,

increasing the overdrive voltage reduces the transistor's gm and there¬

fore the gain of the amplifier proportionally, the output-referred lin¬

earity oIP3 can only be improved by increasing the bias current or

the load resistor.

Large-Signal Linearity - oCPidB

Compression in a differential-pair amplifier is caused either at the

input or at the output. At the input, the nonlinear transfer char¬

acteristic of the differential-pair, which already caused small-signal
nonlinearity, will compress at high input signals. At the output, the

large signal swing required to deliver the specified output power can

cause compression, by pushing the transistors out of their saturation

region.

Assuming that gain compression is mainly caused by 3rd-order

nonlinearity in the input stage and based on the polynomial model

presented in the previous section, the input- and output-referred com¬

pression points equal

iCPldB[W] =

2-oi- (l-10&)
3 • a3 R

in

oCPldB[W] =Gp-iCPldB =

2-a? • (l-10â)
3 • a3 • RL

(4.32)

Introducing the polynomial coefficients a\ and a3 of equation (4.29)
into equation (4.32), the compression points are found

iCPldB[W]

oCPldB[W]

4

9
' (!--10"^)

V2,
ovd

Kin

2

9
' O"-10"^) Rl •

lB (4.33)
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Therefore, as long as the overall compression is dominated by the

input stage, it can be improved by increasing either the bias current

or the load resistor. The latter however increases the output signal

swing, which, for low supply voltages, will cause compression at the

output.

To avoid output compression, for a given output power, the load

resistor needs to be small enough to keep the cascode transistors in

saturation. The limit of saturation results in

Vdrain,c = Vdd T~ > Vcasc — Vth (4.34)

Assuming the drain voltage of the cascode transistor is allowed to

swing ldB below the limit of saturation, a condition for the cascode

transistor's gate voltage is found.11

^^^^-.fe-E
(4.35)

V 2-IOïô

A simple tradeoff between supply voltage and current consumption
is found. A larger load resistor lowers the current consumption for

a given compression point, but also increases the output swing and

therefore lowers the cascode transistor's maximum gate voltage Vcasc.
This in effect reduces the remaining voltage headroom for the lower

transistors, which is ultimately limited by the supply voltage. On

the other hand, a reduced voltage headroom for the input transistors

results in a lower overdrive voltage, which presents a tradeoff between

nonlinearity at the output and nonlinearity in the input stage.

Measurement Results

A differential-pair RF pre-amplifier was implemented as part of the

complete transmitter. For characterization purposes, a separate test-

chip was integrated on the same die.

The amplifier achieves a maximum gain of lOdB and consumes

21.5mA from its 1.5V supply. It implements two 6dB steps of gain

11
Although the cascode transistor may go well into triode region before signifi¬

cant gain compression results, this condition is a reasonable starting point.
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control with 0.4dB accuracy. Gain step error is dominated by the

amplifier's varying output impedance, as described by equation (4.26).
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Figure 4.26: Differential-pair pre-amplifier: Linearity performance.

Figure 4.26(a) shows the measured input-output characteristic at

the different gain settings. An oCP\dB of 5.5dBm is measured at

maximum gain, which scales down at lower gain settings. As shown

in figure 4.26(b), measured oIP3 is 19dBm.

The overall performance is summarized in table 4.3.

Differential-pair RF pre-amplifier

Voltage Gain 10 dB

Gain Range in 6dB Steps 12 dB

Gain Step Accuracy ±0.4 dB

OCPldB 5.5 dBm

0IP3 19 dBm

Idd 21.5 mA

Area 0.35 mm2

Table 4.3: Measured performance summary.
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4.4.2 Differential Common-Source Amplifier

The RF pre-amplifier presented in the previous section achieved good
results, both as a stand-alone amplifier as well as inside the transmit

chain. Yet, after the transmitter was completely characterized12 and

the overall performance evaluated, the RF pre-amplifier still remained

the weakest link. On one hand, after proving that accurate gain con¬

trol could indeed be implemented at radio frequencies, a larger gain
control range was desirable to alleviate the carrier leakage problem
discussed in chapter 5. On the other hand, a higher output power

would be an invaluable asset when compared to competing products.

voutP
o

vinP°—IPm-, M^l—oV;LM1 MlJ 'inN

Figure 4.27: Common-source RF pre-amplifier.

The differential common-source amplifier of figure 4.27 only stacks

two transistors on top of each other and is therefore a good candidate

to achieve a high oCP\dB at a low supply voltage. Cascode transistors

are inserted to improve reverse isolation and increase the amplifier's
output impedance. Accurate gain control is again guaranteed by the

use of equally-sized unit amplifier cells, as shown in figure 4.28. But

instead of switching on and off the bias current sources to set the

gain, the gates of the cascode transistors are controlled. Since the

small-signal equivalent half-circuit is the same as that of figure 4.23,

Refer to chapter 6 for detailed measurement results.
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conversion gain and gain step accuracy are still described by equations

(4.24) and (4.26), respectively.
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Figure 4.28: Gain control with common-source pre-amplifier.

Apart from the disadvantage of relying on pure matching to avoid

common-mode to differential conversion, the high common-mode gain
of the common-source architecture can pose stability problems. To

avoid common-mode oscillations, the Q of the resonant tank circuit

therefore needs to be lowered also for common-mode excitations. This

is done by physically implementing two single-ended load resistors 4r,
instead of one single differential one.

Linearity

Compared to a differential-pair amplifier, whose nonlinearity mainly
results from the transfer characteristic of the differential-pair, the

nonlinearity of a common-source amplifier is caused by the transis¬

tor itself. For low gain common-source stages, the input swing is

large and transconductance nonlinearity dominates. For high gain
common-source stages on the other hand, the input swing is small

and distortion is dominated by the large output swing, which pushes
the transistors out of their saturation region.

In a differential-pair amplifier, the linearity of the input stage im¬

proves with increasing overdrive voltage. For a common-source am¬

plifier, the same is only true if the input transistors are biased well

into strong inversion, leading to relatively high overdrive voltages V0dr
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of 200-300mV. For process technologies with supply voltages of 2.5V

and above, the high overdrive voltage is acceptable. In addition, for

those technologies strong inversion operation is indispensable to avoid

speed limitations. However, at a supply voltage of only 1.2V and with

the cascode transistors stacked on top of it, the available headroom is

severely compromised. Furthermore, in deep submicron technologies,
parasitic capacitances are small and transistors can easily operate in

the low GHz range even when biased in weak inversion, corresponding
to low overdrive voltages and large device sizes.
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Figure 4.29: Typical Large-signal characteristic and its derivatives.

Besides lower headroom requirements and higher ^f- ratios, weak

inversion operation can also be exploited to increase the linearity of

the input transistors [56]. This is shown in figure 4.29, which plots
a typical transistor characteristic for a 0.13um CMOS process, along
with its first three derivatives. With increasing Vgs, the transistor

characteristic changes from exponential in weak inversion to lower or-
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der polynomial (quadratic or even linear) in strong inversion. This

gradual change results in the 3rd-derivative of the output current ver¬

sus VgS to cross the zero-line somewhere in weak to moderate inver¬

sion. Biasing the input transistors at this point is therefore optimum
in terms of linearity of the input transistors.13 With a typical pre¬

amplifier gain of 15 to 20dB, the achievable oCP\dB will then be

limited by the signal swing at the output.

vin °—& M rol

Figure 4.30: Single-ended common-source amplifier.

To understand sizing and biasing of the cascode transistors, the

amplifier's large-signal behaviour needs to be examined. Refering to

figure 4.30 and starting with both transistors in saturation, when

the input voltage V{n increases, so does the drain current and the

output voltage Vout drops. As the current increases, Vgs of the cascode

transistor must also increase, which causes the voltage at node Va to

drop as well, but less than Vout does.14 Therefore, as V{n is increased

further, at some point first one and then both transistors will leave

saturation and fall into triode region. Which transistor is first depends
on device sizes, as well as on the values of Vcasc and Rl-

When the cascode transistor enters triode region, both its output

13In our current technology this corresponds to a V0dr of 80 to lOOmV.

14To some degree the input transistor is isolated from the output node, which

is why cascode transistors are inserted to increase reverse isolation.
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impedance roc and transconductance gmc reduce. The latter effect in¬

creases signal loss at node Va ,
while the former reduces the gain of the

amplifier by shunting the load resistor. However, since the amplifier's
output impedance approximates Rout ~ (gmc + gmbc)focfoi ^ Rl-,
the cascode transistor may be well into triode region for the gain to

compress significantly. On the other hand, when the input transistor

enters triode region, the reduced gm\ directly affects the gain of the

amplifier.
For this reason, Vcasc is chosen sufficiently high to keep the main

transistor still well in saturation when the cascode transistor enters

triode region. The size of the cascode transistor is then a trade-off

between low Vds,Sat for high swing and low capacitance for taw signal
loss at node Va The size was chosen the same as that of the main

transistor and Vcasc was set to 0.95V.

Operating at a low supply voltage, the signal swing is limited. To

increase the output power and compression point, the load resistor

must be lowered, but at the cost of increased current consumption.
In general, for a given load resistor the achievable oCP\dB is already
fixed, except for some Vds,sat variation with changing transistor width.

Measurement Results

A common-source RF pre-amplifier with 24dB of gain control in 6dB

steps was implemented on a separate testchip. It is produced in a dif¬

ferent 0.13pm CMOS technology, and operates at its nominal supply
voltage of 1.2V. Figure 4.31(a) shows the measured flat frequency re¬

sponse with a 3dB bandwidth of 1GHz and an inband ripple (80MHz
signal band) below 0.2dB.15

The amplifier achieves a voltage gain of 17.4dB and an excellent

gain step accuracy of better than 0.25dB, as shown in figure 4.31(b).
In accordance with equation (4.26), gain step accuracy is worst for

the first gain step (down to -6dB) and gets better at lower gain steps.
An even larger gain control range may therefore be implemented if

necessary. The limit will be given by finite isolation through the silicon

substrate and by coupling through parasitic capacitances between the

input and the output.

15The signal band is centered around 2.4GHz because the amplifier was designed
for another application.
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Figure 4.31: Frequency response and gain step accuracy.

Figure 4.32(a) shows the measured input-output characteristic at

the different gain settings. The amplifier achieves an excellent oCP\dB
of +11.5dBm, which is 6dB higher than that of the differential-pair
amplifier. The high compression point naturally translates to a high
0/P3, which is measured at +24dBm, as shown in figure 4.32(b).
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Figure 4.32: Linearity performance.

Figure 4.33(a) shows measured oCP\dB at different gain settings,
for both differential-pair and common-source amplifiers. In compli-
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ance with equation (4.33), the oCP\dB of the differential-pair ampli¬
fier scales down linearly (in dB) with the gain16, i.e. the input-referred

compression point iCP\dB is independent of the gain setting.
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Figure 4.33: Compression characteristic.

The common-source amplifier on the other hand not only achieves

a much higher oCP\dB-, but the latter also reduces less with the

gain setting. The reason for this is the expanding characteristic of

the common-source architecture represented in figure 4.33(b), which

shows measured dc-current as a function of the output power.

Since the current is set by the gate-source voltage of the input tran¬

sistors, when the input power increases, so does the bias current and

therefore the gain, partly compensating any gain compression at the

output. Therefore, as long as the amplifier has enough gain to make

the nonlinearity contribution of the input transistors insignificant, its

oCPidB is roughly independent of the dc bias current. The expanding
characteristic simply ensures that more current is available whenever

needed. When the amplifier is operated at a large backoff from its

oCPidB, the expanding characteristic is a significant advantage of the

common-source architecture in terms of current consumption.17

16Since with each -6dB gain step the width of the input transistors is halved,
gain and bias current scale proportionally.
17The backoff is defined as the difference between the oCP\dB and the average

output power. An amplifier is operated at a large backoff when it has to transmit
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At maximum gain, the current consumption increases from 25mA

at low input power to 38mA at its oCPmb- At lower gain settings
on the other hand, the oCP\dB also scales linearly (in dB) with the

gain. This is because the voltage gain is much lower and compression
is caused mainly at the input, which makes the iCP\dB independent
of the gain setting.

A high oCPidB means that the pre-amplifier can deliver a high
WCDMA output power, and still meet both EVM and spectral emis¬

sion mask requirements. As shown in figure 4.34, for a WCDMA

output power of +7dBm, the EVM is only 2.7% and the adjacent
channel leakage ratio is -39dBc, leaving a comfortable 6dB margin for

power amplifier nonlinearity.
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Figure 4.34: ACLR and EVM performance.

The overall performance is summarized in table 4.4. The larger
core area of 0.7mm2, as compared to 0.35mm2 for the differential-pair
amplifier, is a result of using two single-ended inductors, owing to a

lack of a differential one.

modulated signals with high crest factors, e.g. in WCDMA or even more so in

WLAN systems.
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Common-source RF pre-amplifier

Voltage Gain 17.4 dB

Gain Range in 6dB Steps 24 dB

Gain Step Accuracy ±0.25 dB

OCPidB 11.5 dBm

0IP3 24 dBm

Idd 25 mA

EVM (@Pout = +7dBm) 2.7 %

ACLR (@Pout = +7dBm) -39 dBc

S22 -12 dB

Area 0.7 mm2

Table 4.4: Measured performance summary.



Chapter 5

Carrier Leakage in

Direct-Conversion

Architectures

This chapter deals with the carrier leakage problem inherent to direct-

upconversion architectures that have to provide a wide gain control

range. After stating the reasons why carrier leakage is a significant
challenge, design methods are highlighted that relax the issue to some

extent. To guarantee a low carrier leakage over the complete WCDMA

gain control range, an automatic calibration loop is introduced, based

on an on-chip power detector and calibration current sources in base¬

band filter and modulator. In addition, an optimized calibration al¬

gorithm is derived that relaxes the requirements on the post-detector
analog-to-digital converter and reduces both calibration time as well

as calibration bits to be saved. In the end, measurement results are

presented that prove the effectiveness of the chosen approach.

5.1 Problem Statement

For applications requiring a wide gain control range, a severe draw¬

back of the direct-upconversion architecture is carrier leakage, which

93
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is determined by offset and matching. It does not scale down with the

output signal unless gain control is mostly implemented in the RF pre¬

amplifier, which will be difficult when the gain range exceeds 70dB.

Even if the baseband and modulator circuitry is well balanced and

carrier leakage is low relative to full output, transmitter performance
is compromised at the lower gain settings. On one hand, as shown in

figure 5.1(a), the carrier will peak out of the signal band. This will

cause EVM to exceed the set limit of 17.5%, which, for WCDMA, has

to be kept down to an output power level of -20dBm [12]. On the

other hand, as illustrated in figure 5.1(b), excessive carrier leakage
can violate the power accuracy requirement and limit channel capac¬

ity, since at low gain settings the overall channel power will be set by
the carrier power alone. Out of EVM and power accuracy reasons,

many phone makers prefer to have the carrier leakage kept below -20

to -30dBc over the entire 74dB WCDMA gain control range.
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Figure 5.1: The carrier leakage problem at low gain settings.

Applications such as WCDMA thus provide the most justifica¬
tion for the higher cost of an IF architecture, because of its ability
to maintain signal-to-carrier-leakage ratio even at very low gain set¬

tings. Circuit techniques to suppress carrier leakage far beyond what

can be provided by natural matching of integrated elements therefore

hold the key to high integration level through the direct-upconversion
architecture.
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5.2 RF Pre-Amplifier Gain Control

At maximum gain, carrier leakage is kept low at around -35dBc by
careful design. A straightforward technique to prevent excessive car¬

rier leakage at lower gain is to implement gain control in the RF

pre-amplifier. Since both carrier and signal are equally affected, gain
control after upconversion leaves the signal-to-carrier-leakage ratio un¬

touched.

Therefore, the simplest solution to the carrier leakage problem is

to realize the complete 74dB WCDMA gain control range in the RF

pre-amplifier. However, device parasitics and substrate coupling set a

primary limit to the performance of linear-in-dB gain control circuits

operating at radio frequencies. Either gain control range or gain step

accuracy will be compromised. Circuit topologies that achieve accu¬

rate linear-in-dB gain control through the use of equally-sized parallel

amplifier stages were presented in chapter 4. Although undisputed the

most attractive remedy, to cover the complete WCDMA gain control

range, other solutions have to be devised.

5.3 Modulator Variable Biasing

Unlike at radio frequencies, gain control at baseband, i.e. in baseband

filter and I/Q modulator, can be very accurate over a wide range. In

addition, if gain control is only exerted in the modulator, then carrier

leakage resulting from offsets in the DACs, the baseband filter and the

two modulator's regulating opamps will scale down linearly with the

gain, sustaining a constant signal-to-carrier-leakage ratio. With the

opamps designed for low input offset, carrier leakage in the modulator

is mainly determined by the current mismatch of the bias transistors.

An additional circuit technique to reduce carrier leakage is to im¬

plement variable biasing in the modulator, as shown in figure 5.2. A

variable bias cell is used to control the bias current in each mixer to¬

gether with the gain setting. For good current matching at maximum

gain, very wide and long bias transistors M3 are used. To guarantee

optimum matching performance at lower gain settings, the bias cur¬

rent is reduced by varying the current in the variable bias cell, but

leaving the size of the bias transistors M3 unchanged. The variance
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Figure 5.2: I/Q modulator with variable current biasing.

of the relative bias currents equals
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factor, indicating that best relative current matching is obtained at

high gate overdrive voltages. With the current factor and threshold

voltage mismatches given as [57]
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,
where Aß and Ayth are process related parameters, the variance of

the absolute bias currents becomes
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For fixed transistor dimensions, reducing the bias current reduces

the absolute current source mismatch and therefore the carrier leak¬

age. With more than 200mV overdrive and high bias currents, the
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mismatch at maximum gain will be dominated by the current fac¬

tor mismatch. Therefore, decreasing the bias current with the gain

setting will decrease the carrier leakage proportionally, keeping the

signal-to-carrier-leakage ratio constant. At lower gain settings, with

smaller bias currents and gate overdrive voltages, mismatch will be de¬

termined by threshold voltage mismatch, thus reducing the achievable

improvement.
To verify this idea, the bias current can be programmed in two

6dB steps together with the gain of the modulator. When the gain
is stepped down from its maximum value, the bias current is also

reduced by a factor of 2 and 4, respectively, in order to account for

the lower signal current. Therefore, in addition to carrier leakage
reduction, the current consumption of the modulator, which is 9mA

at maximum gain, reduces to 6mA and 4.5mA with the first two gain

steps.

5.4 Transmitter Calibration Loop

The use of large device sizes, good layout techniques and the ap¬

plication of circuit techniques such as pre-amplifier gain control and

modulator variable biasing is sufficient for many applications. For

WCDMA the gain range is much wider, thus carrier leakage needs to

be much lower. In such a case, calibration can be used at power up,

when no signal is transmitted.

A block diagram of the implemented carrier leakage calibration

loop is shown in figure 5.3. The carrier power is detected by an on-chip

power detector. The detector's analog output voltage is converted to

digital and used by an automatic calibration algorithm. The algorithm
directs the calibration circuitry in both modulator and baseband filter,
in order to drive the measured carrier power to a minimum. The goal
is to generate a compensation vector that is the opposite of the mea¬

sured carrier leakage vector in the I/Q plane, as shown in figure 5.3.

For this purpose, both I and Q channels need to be calibrated.

An advantage of calibration is that any carrier leakage source in

the transmitter can be removed, even the offsets from the DACs and

direct feedthrough. Also, calibration only removes the carrier leakage,
leaving the signal untouched. It does not introduce any high-pass
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Carrier Leakage

Figure 5.3: Transmitter calibration loop.

pole, which would degrade the modulation accuracy. Since calibra¬

tion is only used during startup, the current consumption is negligi¬
ble. A disadvantage is additional complexity as well as temperature

dependency. Calibration time and memory space needed to store the

calibration bits can be reduced by the use of an optimized calibration

algorithm. A good candidate for such an algorithm will be presented
in section 5.6.

5.4.1 Coarse and Fine Calibration

Coarse calibration in the modulator is shown in figure 5.4. The car¬

rier leakage can be varied by injecting small appropriate dc-currents

into the bias branches of each mixer. To save die area, this coarse

calibration is realized as a single 5bits binary-weighted current source

per mixer, whose output current is added either to the left or the

right mixer bias branch, as shown in the figure. Cascoding as well

as virtual ground on the mixer injection nodes A and B improve the

linearity of the current DAC. Since the calibration currents are small

compared to the bias current, I/Q modulator operation and biasing
remain unchanged.
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Figure 5.4: I/Q modulator calibration.

Fine calibration is implemented by programmable current sources

in the baseband filter, as shown in figure 5.5. Injecting a small, addi¬

tional bias current into one of the differential branches of an opamp

varies its dc-offset. Since the latter will be converted to carrier power

through upconversion, varying the filter offset effectively varies the

carrier power. The fine calibration is realized by 6bits current sources

in two of the opamps.

Calibration circuitry in baseband filter and modulator act differ¬

ently on the carrier leakage depending on the gain setting, as illus¬

trated in figure 5.6. Since the modulator calibration currents are

added after all of the gain control part, their effect is a compensa¬

tion carrier power independent of the gain setting. This is called

coarse calibration and covers the expected range of carrier powers.

The baseband filter calibration currents on the other hand are added

before the modulator gain control takes place. The resulting com¬

pensation vector therefore depends on the modulator gain setting and
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Figure 5.5: Baseband filter calibration.

scales down with the modulator's attenuation. This is called fine cal¬

ibration, which trades range at higher gain for higher resolution at

lower gain, which is exactly what is needed.
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Figure 5.6: Coarse and fine calibration.
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5.4.2 Calibration Range and Resolution

Required range and resolution of the calibration current DACs depend
on the expected carrier leakage power as well as the required gain con¬

trol range. The maximum expected carrier leakage power Pmax is a

measure of the matching performance of the transmitter. If either

gain control in the RF pre-amplifier or modulator variable biasing is

applied, the maximum carrier leakage power reduces accordingly. As¬

suming only coarse calibration in the modulator is implemented, the

maximum (or full-scale) calibration current that needs to be provided
on both I and Q channels is a function of Pmax and equals

*'~ * § ' Äl ^

,
where Gpa is the pre-amplifier power gain and RLmod and ^ charac¬

terize the modulator gain. The required resolution on the other hand

depends on the ratio of maximum to minimum carrier leakage power.

The minimum carrier leakage power Pmin is a function of Pmax and

the necessary gain control range. The current DAC resolution is found

as

NDAC > \ log2 (£=s) (5.5)

Equations (5.4) and (5.5) are plotted in figure 5.7, as a function of

the available modulator variable biasing and RF pre-amplifier gain
control range. The figure assumes 75dB WCDMA gain control range
and a carrier leakage power of -35dBc at maximum gain.

Without any precautions, a current DAC resolution of 11bits is

required with a fullscale current of 18uA. With 12dB improvement
each, due to pre-amplifier gain control and modulator variable biasing,
the current DAC resolution reduces to 8bits. The fullscale current

IfSdac on the- other hand only scales with modulator variable biasing,
because when RF pre-amplifier gain control is exerted, Pmax and Gpa
scale proportionally, leaving IfsDAc untouched.
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Figure 5.7: Current DAC requirements

5.5 RF Power Detector

To detect the carrier leakage power, a logarithmic power detector is

used. The goal of a logarithmic amplifier is to accurately compress

the RF input signal of wide dynamic range to its equivalent decibel-

scaled value at the dc-output. Stated otherwise, the power detector

delivers an output voltage proportional to the input power expressed
in dBm. Since the calibration algorithm is only interested in the min¬

imum carrier power, the only requirement for the power detector is

monotonicity rather than accuracy. On the other hand, if the detector

is also to be used for output power measurements, e.g. in an auto¬

matic gain control (AGC) loop, then logarithmic conformity is also

important.

Unlike older logarithmic amplifiers, which derived their logarith¬
mic behaviour from a PN junction's I-V characteristic, modern im¬

plementations use more sophisticated architectures that approximate
the logarithm as a piece-wise linear function.

To achieve a wide dynamic range, the power detector is based

on a successive-detection architecture [58]. As opposed to so-called

"true logarithmic amplifiers", which calculate the instantaneous log¬
arithm of the input signal itself, successive-detection logarithmic am-
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plifiers measure the instantaneous low-frequency changes in the enve¬

lope of the signal in the log domain. They are therefore referred to as

envelope-detecting or demodulating logarithmic amplifiers.

5.5.1 Principle of Operation

The transfer characteristic of a logarithmic amplifier is expressed as

Vout = 20 • LS • log
'Vi

in

10

lcp

= 10 • LS • log10
"

' -Hin '

mi

P
cp

(5.6)

v
and lcp = Vin\Vout=0 is the

,
where LS is the logarithmic slope in

dB

extrapolated intercept point.
The block diagram of a differential-input successive-detection log¬

arithmic amplifier is shown in figure 5.8. The power detector consists

VGA amp dummy

vin rzii^^t^t^

Summing Circuit

Figure 5.8: Power detector block diagram

of a variable-gain amplifier (VGA) in front and a cascaded chain of

eight limiting amplifier stages. At each amplifier output a detector cell

is used to perform a full-wave rectification function on the differential

RF signal. A ninth detector cell is placed at the input of the amplifier
chain. The fluctuating voltage outputs of the individual detector cells,
which have a fundamental component at twice the signal frequency,
are first internally low-pass filtered inside each cell and then fed to a

summing circuit.

The very high dc-gain of the amplifier chain raises the issue of

dc-offset. An offset voltage in an early stage of the chain can result

in compression of the latter stages, therefore reducing the dynamic
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range considerably. This problem is circumvented by introducing
ac-coupling between the amplifier stages.

The successive-detection architecture approximates the logarithm
as a piece-wise linear function, as shown on the top of figure 5.9.

Each amplifier-detector stage approximates the logarithmic transfer

characteristic in an interval centered around a value defined by the

overall gain preceding that stage.

The useful dynamic range of a successive-detection amplifier is

limited on the upper end when the input causes the first stage in the

cascade to clip, and on the lower end when all stages are in their

Logarithmic dynamic range Linear gain region

out2

Vdetn

log(Vjn)

vin r^|z—p^^t—p^^îz^
Y Y ¥ ¥
|Vdet0 vdet-| |vdet2 |vdet3

SummingCircuit

•

SummingCircuit

V,out

Figure 5.9: Logarithmic characteristic.
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linear region. The dynamic range can be increased by adding more

amplifier-detector stages or by increasing the gain per stage. The

logarithmic conformance on the other hand improves with decreasing
gain per stage at the cost of reduced dynamic range.

As opposed to a linear amplifier with its constant gain, a loga-
rithmic amplifier's incremental gain gyut is a strong function of the

instantaneous value of Vin. For the case where the logarithmic base

is e, the gain equals

dVout
=

20-LS

dVin Vin
{ * '

It follows that a perfect logarithmic amplifier would be required to

have infinite gain under small-signal conditions. This means that

whatever implementation is chosen, a very high gain-bandwidth prod¬
uct is required to guarantee accurate response at the lower end of

the dynamic range. Therefore in practice, if many amplifier-detector
stages are used to detect very low input levels, the lower end of the

dynamic range will be determined by the overall input noise causing
the last stage to limit. This is represented by the response line curving
toward a fixed value in the typical characteristic of figure 5.9.

Each stage amplifier provides a voltage gain of lOdB and a 3dB

bandwidth of 5GHz. The cascaded gain of the eight amplifier stages
is 80dB while its bandwidth is 1.8GHz, which results in a very large
gain-bandwidth-product (GBW) of 18'000GHz.

Logarithmic Detector Analysis

Neglecting all ac-coupling capacitors, the analysis of a successive de¬

tection logarithmic amplifier can be carried out by considering the

nonlinear response of the cascade of amplifier-detector stages to a

dc-input [59]. The stage amplifiers have a transfer characteristic as

shown in figure 5.10(a), which can be generated using differential am¬

plifiers. For simplicity, the detectors are assumed to implement a

perfect fullwave rectification with unity gain, Vdet,out = |Kzei,ml- The

large-signal behavior of the cascade of a limiting amplifier and a detec¬

tor cell is therefore as shown in figure 5.10(b). Compared to the solid-

line approximations, the rounded shoulders of the real characteristics

beneficially result in a lower ripple of the logarithmic conformance.
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Approximation

-A-V|im

(a) Stage amplifier

Approximation

(b) Stage amplifier and detector

Figure 5.10: Large-signal characteristic.

For very small input voltages, the output of the first detector cell

of figure 5.9 is VdetQ = \Vin\. The output of the last detector cell is

VdetN — \AN • Vin\ and the summed detector cell output becomes

N

Vout = J2\Vin-An\ = \Vin\
n=0

1 - ^+1

I-A
(5.8)

This corresponds to the linear gain region of the characteristic of

figure 5.9, in which the cascade of amplifier stages is still acting as

a simple linear amplifier.
For higher values of Vin, the detector characteristic enters into a

series of segments, the corners of which lie on a logarithmic approxi¬
mation. When the input voltage is increased, the first cell to limit is

the last amplifier stage. This corresponds to point 1 of the character¬

istic and happens when the Nth stage input equals Vum. The detector

input then equals Vini = -j^t and the detector output voltage be¬

comes

N

Vr
out l

n=0

Vu

AN-1
An =

Viim

AN-1

1 - A"*1

I-A
(5.9)

Continuing the analysis, the next transition occurs at point 2 in the

figure when the input to the (N — l)th stage limits. The detector input
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then equals Vin2 = Y1n-2 and the detector output voltage becomes

Voah = J^-^-A" + A-Vlim = ^-lr^+ A-Vum (5.10)
n=0

While the input voltage has changed by a factor equal to the small-

signal amplifier gain A, the detector output has changed by

AVout = ^j (AN - 1) = VHm • U - j^A ^Vum-A (5.11)

The logarithmic slope of the power detector can therefore be found

as a function of the small-signal amplifier gain A and the limiting
voltage Vum-

Linear Change in Vout Vum • A

Decibel Change in Vin 20 log10 (A)
V_
dB

(5.12)

Knowing the logarithmic slope, the intercept voltage Icp is deter¬

mined using two pairs of transition points

lcp = Vin\Vn,lt=o ~
rN] ^_\

iV] (5-13)

Power Detector Modes

The power detector of figure 5.8 includes two different operating modes,
depending on the gain setting of the VGA in front of the detector.

This is illustrated in figure 5.11.

With the VGA set to maximum gain, the power detector operates
in its "high sensitivity" mode. The additional gain in front of the core

detector shifts the detector's transfer characteristic to lower powers,

effectively increasing its sensitivity. Neglecting the amplifier's own

noise, the sensitivity is increased by the gain of the amplifier. This

mode is used during carrier leakage calibration, where low levels of

carrier leakage power have to be measured.
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Vout
Core Detector

log(Vin)

Figure 5.11: Power detector modes.

With the VGA set to minimum gain, the power detector operates
in its "high power" mode. Because of the attenuation in front of

the core detector, the logarithmic characteristic shifts to higher input

powers. Instead of measuring carrier leakage power for calibration,
the logarithmic detector can now be used to measure the WCDMA

output power with high accuracy. Operating in this mode, the power

detector can be deployed in an automatic gain control (AGC) loop to

regulate the transmitted power.

Since nine detector cells are separated by the lOdB gain of the

stage amplifiers, the dynamic range is about 90dB, which neglects
any degradation at either end of the dynamic range. At the lower

end, sensitivity may be degraded by the overall input noise power

that can cause the last stage to limit. At the upper end, dynamic
range will be limited by gain compression. If the VGA is bypassed,
compression is determined by the first detector cell and occurs at an

input power of +5dBm. If, on the other hand, the VGA operates at

full gain, then compression of both the VGA and the first detector

cell determine the upper limit, which then occurs at an input power

of-lldBm.
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5.5.2 Variable Gain Amplifier (VGA)

The implemented variable gain amplifier is shown in figure 5.12. The

high-gain path is based on a fully-differential cascoded differential-pair
amplifier with tuned output load. The main design equations of sec¬

tion 4.4.1 still apply. Transistor M3 provides the required bias current

through the current mirror shown to the right. The differential input
voltage is ac-coupled to the input differential-pair transistors Mi and

Mi. Cascode transistors are inserted to improve reverse isolation and

increase the amplifier's output impedance. The output tank circuit

allows dc-biasing of the outputs to the supply voltage and introduces

frequency selectivity, which decreases the overall noise power enter¬

ing the power detector core. The amplifier achieves a voltage gain of

17dB, an input-referred compression point of -8.8dBm and consumes

10mA from its 1.2V supply.

r^i
v,outN

Rbypass

en \

T
HE

V:
in

X

Ü—r
uA m2 3-JL

'outP

en

M3 2
enT

'b,las
o

X

<

Figure 5.12: First amplifier with gain step

When the VGA is switched to its low-gain mode, the active ampli¬
fier is turned off and the signal is redirected to a resistive attenuator,
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built of bypass resistor Rbypass and load resistor Rl- The resistive

attenuator provides a voltage loss of lOdB.

Even higher sensitivity can be obtained by the use of a narrow¬

band matching network at the input [60]. Since the input impedance
of the power detector is purely capacitive, a resistance higher than

the source resistance can be placed at the input. This impedance
can then be matched to the input impedance, resulting in additional

voltage gain. As long as the input noise power does not saturate the

last stage, the sensitivity of the power detector will increase by the

voltage gain of the matching network, which is

Av[dB] = 20 • log10 (£*&-) = 20 • log10 | ,/£=*=- | (5.14)
\ Vout,Tx J

Another advantage of a narrow-band matching network is that it in¬

troduces additional frequency selectivity, which lowers the noise power

entering the detector.

5.5.3 Stage Amplifier

A limiting transfer characteristic can be obtained using a differential-

pair amplifier, as shown in figure 5.13. The differential input voltage
from the previous stage is ac-coupled to the input differential-pair
transistors Mi and M2. The voltage gain of the amplifier is

A =

^aC
-

CtuRl
/g 15x

Cac + Cin l+juRLracfrn

,
where Cin — Cin,amv + Cin^et is the sum of the input capacitances of

a stage amplifier and a stage detector and Gm is the transconductance

of the differential-pair. To reduce signal loss at the input, Cac needs

to be large compared to dn. Using a lpF capacitor, the input loss is

limited to around ldB and the area overhead is small. A small input
capacitance is also required to achieve an output bandwidth of 5GHz

with a single-ended load resistor of 200Ohm. Minimum-length input
transistors of 50pm width are used. To get a gain of lOdB, the bias

current is set to 5mA.
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Figure 5.13: Stage amplifier circuit

Based on a quadratic transistor model and neglecting bulk effect

and velocity saturation, the differential-pair large-signal characteristic

equals

1 W
AVout = ~~zßnCox~j~ Rl AVu ±_Ib_

w
ox ll^nC{

AV2
in

(5.16)

,
and is shown in figure 5.14(a). The limiting characteristic suggests

that the output remains unchanged for all inputs above a certain

threshold of

'in — vum —
Ib

oßn^i

W
ox l

(5.17)

At this input voltage, all of the bias current will be directed to one

side and the incremental small-signal gain, shown in figure 5.14(b),
drops to zero. The knee voltage Vum can be increased by making the

differential-pair more linear. This is done by increasing the overdrive

voltage, which means increasing the bias current or decreasing the
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Approximation v .

Gmn Approximation

A-V|im

(a) Large-signal characteristic

Vlim Vlim Vin

(b) Small-signal characteristic

Figure 5.14: Differential pair characteristics.

^-ratio. The small-signal transconductance can be found by differ¬

entiating equation (5.16) and setting AV*n to 0.

^mo —

dl
out

dV,
in

= \ f*nC,

w
ox Ib = gmi (5.18)

AVi7l=0

,where gmi is the transconductance of transistor Mi. The approxi¬
mation of figure 5.14(a) is then uniquely defined by the knee voltage
Vum and the small-signal gain A, which equals

A — —9mx • Rl (5.19)

It was shown in section 5.5.1 that the power detector's logarithmic
slope and intercept point are pure functions of Vum, A and the number

of amplifier-detector stages N. The logarithmic transfer characteristic

can therefore be changed by changing Vum and A.

5.5.4 Stage Detector - Full-Wave Rectifier

The stage detector shown in figure 5.15(a) consists of a differential-

pair, whose drains are tied to the power supply. The output voltage
is the common-source node of its differential-pair. It takes advantage
of its dc-characteristic, shown in figure 5.15(b), to obtain fullwave

rectification. The inputs are dc-coupled to the stage amplifier inputs.
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Figure 5.15: Stage detector.

For a small differential input signal, the differential-pair operates
in its linear region. When the differential input voltage reaches the

limiting threshold given by equation (5.17), all of the bias current will

be directed to one side and the transistor on the other side will turn

off. For higher input levels, the differential-pair operates as a source

follower, i.e. the voltage at the common-source node follows the peak
input voltage with a certain voltage shift.

Vcs =
V«

-vth
Ib

oH'n'^ox t

(5.20)

To guarantee that the detector characteristic resembles the abso¬

lute value function, the differential-pair operating region around zero

input voltage must be small. From equation (5.17), this is achieved

either by decreasing the bias current Ib or by increasing the ^-ratio.
Although both possibilities make the differential-pair switch faster,
keeping the ^-ratio small and decreasing the bias current is more at¬

tractive. It results in lower current consumption and reduces the ca¬

pacitive loading of the previous amplifier stage. The minimum-length
transistors have a width of lOum and are biased at 250uA.

A detector cell is used at the output of each amplifier stage to

convert the RF signal to baseband. Because of the fullwave rectifica-
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tion, the common-source voltage Vcs has a fundamental component at

twice the signal frequency. Since the information lies in the dc-value

of Vcs, the latter is lowpass filtered inside each detector cell, as shown

in figure 5.15(a).

5.5.5 Summing Circuit

The filtered output voltage of each detector stage is applied to a sum¬

ming circuit to generate a piece-wise linear approximation of the log¬
arithmic function. The summing circuit is built around an opera¬
tional amplifier with feedback resistor R2 and summing resistors R\,
as shown in figure 5.16. Capacitor C2 introduces an additional low-

pass filter pole, which further reduces the ripple on the final output

voltage (often referred to as the " video" output). Note that the invert¬

ing amplifier configuration results in an inversion of the input-output
characteristic.

Vdet-i
vdet2
vdet3
vdet4
vdet5
vdet6
vdet7
vdet8
vdet9

Rl

HZZ1-

-1=3-

C2

R2

Vreg •-

-. vout

Figure 5.16: Summing circuit

The transfer function of the summing circuit is

V0ut(ju) = Vreg -
R2 1

#1 I+JUR2C2
y

J
(Vdetl + Vdet2 + • • • + Vdeto)

(5.21)
,
where Vdeti to Vdet9 are the output voltages of the stage detectors and

Vreg is a dc-voltage at the positive opamp input. Since the sum of the
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stage detector outputs approximates a logarithmic function, neglect¬
ing the filter pole, the summing circuit output may be rewritten as

Vnnit. —
ifc

Ri
20 • LS • log10 + VT

-20 • LS |^ • log10

reg

(5.22)
lcp 10^-ls-r2

Equation (5.22) suggests that the logarithmic slope and the intercept
point can be changed by varying jf- and Vreg, respectively. Therefore,
R2 and Vreg can be used to position the logarithmic characteristic

inside the V^/V^-plane as desired. This is illustrated in figure 5.17.

'out R2
increasing —

increasing Vreg
decreasing —

'max

decreasing Vreg

log(Vin)

Figure 5.17: The logarithmic characteristic position

5.5.6 Measurement Results

The power detector was implemented on a separate chip in a 0.13pm
CMOS process and operates at its nominal supply voltage of 1.2V.

A detailed block diagram is shown in figure 5.18, including internal

lowpass filtering and summing circuit. The power detector consumes

48mA in high-gain ("high sensitivity") mode and 32mA in low-gain
("high-power") mode.
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Figure 5.18: Detailed power detector block diagram

A power detector is characterized by its dynamic range and loga¬
rithmic conformity. The measured logarithmic characteristic is shown

in figure 5.19 for both detector modes. The input-output characteris-
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Figure 5.19: Measured logarithmic transfer function
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tic is very linear over a wide input power dynamic range. As expected,
bypassing the VGA shifts the characteristic to higher powers. The

logarithmic slope is LS=-5mV/dB for both gain modes and can be

changed by changing resistor R2 of figure 5.18.
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Figure 5.20: Measured logarithmic linearity

Figure 5.20 presents a close-in of the logarithmic error. Over a

wide dynamic range in the middle of the characteristic, the logarith¬
mic error is below 0.2dB in both power detector modes. The overall

measured performance is summarized in table 5.1.

In high gain mode, the power detector achieves a ±ldB dynamic
range of 63.5dB with a sensitivity of -74.2dBm and a ±3dB dynamic
range of 72.5dB with a sensitivity of -78.2dBm. Since for carrier leak¬

age calibration, only the monotonicity is important, the power detec¬

tor can be used down to its flat region at around -80 to -85dBm, which

is limited by the integrated input noise power entering the detector.

In low gain mode, the power detector achieves a ±ldB dynamic
range of 56.5dB with a highest detectable power of +5.8dBm and a

±3dB dynamic range of 64.5dB with a highest detectable power of

+10.3dBm. The upper limit of the dynamic range is given by the

input power that saturates the first stage of the power detector.
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RF Power Detector
«max ^min

Dynamic Range (±ldB)
p

.

-1 min

P
L max

63.5

-74.2

-10.7

56.5

-50.7

+5.8

dB

dBm

dBm

Dynamic Range (±3dB)
p

.

x mm

P
-"- max

72.5

-78.2

-5.7

64.5

-54.2

+10.3

dB

dBm

dBm

Logarithmic Slope -5 -5 mV/dB
Idc (Vdd = 1.2V) 48 32 mA

Power Consumption 58 39 mW

Table 5.1: Measured performance summary.

With both power modes combined, the power detector can detect

input powers at 2GHz ranging from -80dBm up to +10dBm with good
logarithmic conformity and at a low power consumption of 58mW.

5.6 Calibration Algorithm

The goal of the digital calibration algorithm is to find the minimum

carrier leakage power. A rather time-consuming, and resource-wasting
way is to measure the carrier power at all possible calibration settings
and select the minimum. Yet, without any indication on the transfer

characteristic of calibration current to carrier power, this is exactly
what has to be done. For a calibration current DAC resolution of

llbits, a full search over both I and Q channels results in

Nmeas = 2 • 2Ndac = 4096 (5.23)

measurements.

Fortunately, a full search can be avoided thanks to the nominal

symmetry of the calibration characteristic, illustrated in figure 5.21.

Since carrier leakage and calibration currents are very small compared
to the bias current, all devices operate in their linear region around

their operating points. Neglecting the nonlinearity of the calibration

current DACs, positive and negative offset currents therefore translate
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Figure 5.21: Measured calibration characteristic for one channel

to the same carrier power, resulting in a symmetrical calibration char¬

acteristic. With this knowledge, a binary tree search algorithm can be

applied, which greatly reduces the number of comparison steps [61].
In the following sections, the binary tree search algorithm is dis¬

cussed. First, the basic algorithm is introduced for calibration of only
one single channel (scalar algorithm). Then, the latter is extended

to a two-dimensional algorithm to calibrate both I and Q channels

(vector algorithm). Finally, after highlighting the shortcomings of the

basic algorithm, an improved version is presented.

5.6.1 Binary Tree Search Algorithm

The binary tree search algorithm takes advantage of the symmetry of

the calibration curve to reduce the required number of measurements.

At each comparison step, the algorithm cuts the search interval in

half, a property which makes it very efficient.

Scalar Algorithm

To understand how the algorithm works in principle, a scalar version

is presented first, meaning that only one channel I or Q is calibrated,
while the other is assumed to be zero. The calibration procedure is

shown in figure 5.22.
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Figure 5.22: Scalar version of the calibration procedure.

In step one, two measurements are done: one at the lowest calibration

word and one at the highest. Based on the symmetry property of

the calibration curve, the minimum must lay in the half, where the

lower carrier power is measured, leading to step 2. Again, measured

carrier powers at the left and right boundary of the search interval

are compared and the latter is halved accordingly. This procedure
is repeated until step 7. In this final step the search interval has

collapsed to one. The algorithm ends with a last comparison that

delivers the calibration word with the minimum carrier leakage power.

Except for the first step, each step requires the measurement at only
one boundary of the search interval, the value at the other boundary

being already known. The number of measurements is therefore

Nmeas = NDAC + 2 (5.24)

,
which results in only 13 measurements for the calibration of a single

channel with an llbits current DAC, as compared to 2Ndac = 2048

for a full search.

Vector Algorithm

The scalar algorithm can be extended to a vector algorithm that cal¬

ibrates both I and Q channels. In principle, one channel can be cali¬

brated first and then the other. Such approach however puts exorbi¬

tant pressure on the post-detector analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
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This is highlighted in figure 5.23, which shows the calibration curve

for the I channel, while an offset Ios is still present on the Q channel.

If the offset on the Q channel is zero, the same calibration curve as

before is obtained and the simple scalar algorithm can be applied.
Yet, with increasing Q channel offset, the I channel calibration curve

becomes flatter and flatter. For a worst case Q channel offset equal
to the DAC fullscale current IfsDAci ^ne power difference over the

whole I channel calibration range is only 3dB, which requires a very

high resolution from the post-detector ADC.

los,Q = lFSDAC 3dB

10'—————'———'—' '

-1000 -600 -200 200 600 1000

l-channel calibration setting

Figure 5.23: I channel calibration curve vs. Q channel offset.

To alleviate post-detector ADC requirements, the vector algorithm
should continuously switch between both channels, as described next.

First, the calibration of one channel is started, e.g. the I channel.

As long as the ADC output differs for the left and right search inter¬

val boundary, the algorithm continues as supplied before. If the same

value is measured on both edges, the circuit is switched to the Q chan¬

nel and the Q channel calibration starts. The calibration is carried

out until the same value is measured on both edges, in which case the

circuit is again switched back to the I channel and so forth. If for

both channels the same value is measured at both edges of the search

interval, then one of the two search intervals is arbitrarily halved.

The algorithm therefore always runs until the search interval of both
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channels has collapsed to one.

How often the calibration algorithm has to switch from one channel

to the other, and therefore how many measurements are finally needed,
depends on the particular offsets present on I and Q channels and on

the post-detector ADC resolution.

Drawback of the Basic Algorithm

The basic binary search algorithm suffers from one significant draw¬

back. A very high ADC resolution is required, because once the search

interval is cut in half, there is no way to ever come back to the other

half. As shown in figure 5.24, if a maximum allowed carrier leakage

AV
mm

5DAC

— —
P,
mm

Calibration Setting
FSDAC

Figure 5.24: High ADC resolution (small AVmin) required.

mmpower Pmin is assumed, then a minimum voltage difference of AVn

needs to be resolved by the post-detector ADC, to reach Pmin, even

if the search interval has to be arbitrarily cut in half, because the

ADC measures equal powers on both boundaries of the search inter¬

val. The white region of figure 5.24 defines the new search interval

in case a wrong decision was taken, which corresponds to a measure¬

ment error of AVmin- Since the slope of the logarithmic characteristic

decreases for increasing input power, the most stringent requirement
on ADC resolution results from the first measurement step shown in

figure 5.24, where the highest calibration currents are applied.
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Figure 5.25: Calibration path circuit model.

To quantify the required ADC resolution, the calibration path is

modeled as shown in figure 5.25. The ADC input voltage may then

be found as

Vadc = 20 • LS log10
Vdet\

I
cp

20 • LS log10 I
y-

• yj(leal !
- lost)2 + (icalQ ~ hsof]

(5.25)

,where Icait and IOSl refer to calibration and offset currents, and Gj
is the conversion gain from the current input to Vdet, which equals

Cl = - • VRlvga • GvGA • Gpa RLmoc
IT

(5.26)

The ADC fullscale voltage Vfsadc ^s defined by the ratio of max¬

imum to minimum carrier leakage power, while the ADC resolution

Nadc also depends on AVmm, that is

VFSadc = 20 • LS log10 2
'R
max

mm
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Nadc = log2 (^fDC
= 1 + log2

where x =

mm

P,
mm

P,
max

l°Sio (!)

^o (^$

(5.27)

The minimum carrier leakage power Pmin is defined by the re¬

quired signal-to-carrier-leakage ratio at the lowest gain setting. The

maximum expected carrier leakage power Pmax on the other hand can

be reduced, by implementing design techniques such as RF gain con¬

trol and modulator variable biasing. Figure 5.26 shows required ADC
resolution as a function of the implemented RF gain control range.1

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

RF gain control range

Figure 5.26: Required post-detector ADC resolution.

Without carrier reduction techniques, the required ADC resolution

is 14bits, which is very high. At least 40dB of RF gain control are

needed to reduce the burden on the ADC to reasonable values. For¬

tunately, the basic binary tree search algorithm can be significantly
improved, as described next.

1
Assuming Pmoa;=-35dBm at a signal power of OdBm and Pmm=-100dBm,

which corresponds to -25dBc with 75dB gain range.
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5.6.2 Improved Binary Tree Search Algorithm

The disadvantage of the basic algorithm is that the measurement in¬

terval is always cut in half, which leads to high resolution requirements
for the post-detector ADC. To alleviate this problem, the basic algo¬
rithm can be altered to trade ADC resolution for calibration speed
in terms of number of measurements. Instead of cutting the search

interval in half at each calibration step, the improved algorithm ap¬

plies some overlap margin AI, as shown in figure 5.27. The result is a

significantly larger AVmm as compared to the basic algorithm. Since

the fullscale ADC range VfsAdc ^s stiU given by equation (5.27), in¬

creasing AVmin decreases the required ADC resolution.

AI=k-lFS
DAC

max

'DAC

mm

+ IFS
Calibration Setting

DAC

Figure 5.27: Lower ADC resolution (larger AVmm) required.

Defining the overlap margin relative to the fullscale current, i.e.

AI = k • IfSdac •>
the required ADC resolution can be found to equal

Nadc = 1 + log2
logio (I)

log10
l+[l+(k+x)}2
l+ [l-(k+x)]2

(5.28)

,
where x is given by equation (5.27). Based on the same assumptions

as of figure 5.26, ADC resolution is shown in figure 5.28, with the

overlap margin k as parameter. By introducing some overlap margin
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the required ADC resolution can therefore be drastically reduced, from

14bits down to 5 to 6bits.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

RF gain control range

Figure 5.28: Required ADC resolution with some overlap margin k.

Finally, the remaining design parameters can be derived, namely
the power detector slope LS and the power detector intercept point Icp-
Since the ADC fullscale voltage is limited by the supply voltage of

the chosen process technology (VADCrnax ~ VADCmtn = VFsADC) and

Pmax and Pmm are known, LS and Icp equal

LS
VADCmax - VADCr,

20 • lQgl0 (2 • y/fa)

*cp
—

V 8 • Gi • IfsdAC

10"
VADCr

(5.29)

(5.30)
20 LS

,where Gi is given by equation (5.26).
To validate the previous derivations, the circuit model of figure 5.25

was simulated with MATLAB. Random offsets were applied on both

channels and the calibration algorithm was run assuming libit cur¬

rent DACs. Figure 5.29 shows the simulated carrier leakage power

distribution after calibration is applied. The basic algorithm corre¬

sponds to k = 0. With an ADC resolution of 14bits, a carrier power of
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-lOOdBm is assured2, but reducing the resolution to 6bits only guar¬

antees a carrier power just below -60dBm. On the other hand, with

increasing overlap margin k, the improved algorithm guarantees the

set carrier power even down to an ADC resolution of 5bits.
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Figure 5.29: Simulated calibration algorithm performance.

To calibrate both I and Q channels, the improved algorithm also

switches from one channel to the other, each time equal powers are

measured at the boundaries of the current search interval. If for both

channels the same power is measured at both edges of the search

interval, then one of the two search intervals is arbitrarily halved, as

was the case for the basic algorithm.
The fact that a sufficient overlap margin is kept guarantees that the

targeted minimum carrier power is still within the new search interval.

This is shown in figure 5.27, where the white region corresponds to

the new search interval in case a wrong decision is taken. Clearly,
Pmin may still be reached despite a measurement error of AV^

mm-

The arrows point to the highest carrier leakage power after calibration.
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Figure 5.30 illustrates a simulated calibration path, described by
the improved algorithm for random offsets on I and Q channels. The

horizontal axes describe all possible current DAC settings for both

channels, and the vertical axis defines the carrier leakage power for the

corresponding settings. As can be seen, the vector algorithm switches

several times between I and Q channels to reach the minimum carrier

leakage power, yet converges very quickly towards it.

Figure 5.30: Calibration path described by the improved algorithm.

5.6.3 Calibration Speed vs. ADC Resolution

Figure 5.31 illustrates the tradeoff between post-detector ADC res¬

olution and calibration speed in terms of number of measurements

Nmeas-3 The basic algorithm guarantees the least number of mea¬

surements, since a high ADC resolution and therefore a small AVmin
is required, which results in a small probability of measuring the same

carrier power at both boundaries of the search interval. With increas¬

ing overlap margin k and reduced ADC resolution, AVmin gets larger

3Nmeas refers to a single calibration cycle that yields the optimum calibration

currents at one particular gain setting. To cover the complete gain control range,
calibration needs to be applied for all gain settings.
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and the calibration algorithm must switch more often between the

two channels, which increases Nmeas- The variance also increases be¬

cause the number of measurements highly depends on the particular
offsets on both I and Q channels. Yet, reducing the ADC resolution

from 14bits to obits only increases Nmeas by a factor of 2. Therefore,
although a tradeoff between ADC resolution and calibration speed is

evident, there is only a small increase in Nmeas for a large reduction

in required ADC resolution.
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Figure 5.31: Simulated distribution of number of measurements.

5.6.4 Calibration Speed vs. Detector Sensitivity

The previous sections have shown how to reduce the number of mea¬

surements per calibration cycle and how to decrease the required post-
detector ADC resolution. To determine the overall calibration time,
the time needed to perform one single measurement must be known.

The speed at which a single power detector measurement can be

performed depends on the integrated noise power at the input of the

power detector. The noise power at the output of the RF pre-amplifier
is about -150dBm/Hz, which is very low for a transmitter, but still
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significantly higher than the thermal noise floor at -174dBm/Hz. The

noise contributions of the power detector can therefore be neglected.
Although modulator, pre-amplifier and detector VGA all implement
tuned output loads, to avoid tuning of the output frequency, the 3dB

bandwidth will not be below 500MHz. The integrated noise power at

the detector input therefore approximates

Nin = -150dBm/Hz + 10 • \og10(500MHz) = -63dBm (5.31)

The detector input noise power compares unfavorably to a -90 to

-lOOdBm carrier leakage power that needs to be detected. Fortunately,
the noise power entering the post-detector ADC can be reduced by
lowering the power detector's video (or baseband output) bandwidth.

The trade-off that results is calibration speed versus power detector

sensitivity.
To quantify the detector's sensitivity and speed for a certain input

noise power, a square-law detector is considered. The advantage of

the latter is that an explicit algebraic expression can be derived. For

a linear detector of the form y = \x\ the procedure is the same, but

the result can only be solved numerically.4 It has been shown that

the results are comparable, especially for large ratios of RF-to-video

bandwidth, which are normally used in practice [62].
In purely linear systems, there is no interaction between noise

components or between signal and noise. In a nonlinear system on

the other hand, such as a power detector, noise components and the

signal will interact among themselves to produce sum and difference

frequencies, some of which will fall within the video bandwidth. The

detector output noise therefore depends on the combination of RF

and video bandwidth and on the input signal power.

The situation is illustrated in figure 5.32, which shows the signal
and noise spectra at the input and the output of the power detector.

The signal at the detector input is assumed to be a noise voltage plus
a sinusoidal signal voltage, i.e.

Vin = Vn + Vs- cos (uj0t) (5.32)

4It involves modified Bessel functions of the first kind.
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Spectrum Spectrum

signal

signal

S
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fo-Bf foÄ

(a) at detector input
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2
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0
?rf

(b) at detector output

Figure 5.32: Noise and signal spectra of a square-law detector.

,
where the input noise is assumed to have a uniform spectrum over

the RF input bandwith Brf, i.e.

Nin(f)=No for f0-^<f<f0+?LL (5.33)
2

" ""

2

The detector output voltage is then simply its input voltage squared

Vout = [Vn + Vs • cos (w0t)]'
= V^ + 2-Kn Vs • cos (uj0t) + ys2 • cos2 (u0t) (5.34)

,
where the three terms represent mixing of the input noise, mixing

of the signal with the noise and the signal output, respectively. Since

a multiplication in time-domain corresponds to a convolution in fre¬

quency domain, the mixing of the input noise transforms the uniform

noise spectrum into a triangular spectrum at the low-frequency out¬

put as shown in figure 5.32(b). The mixing of the signal with the

noise results in a uniform output noise spectrum of half the RF input
bandwidth, while the signal itself is translated to dc.

The overall noise power at the detector output is found by inte¬

grating the noise spectrum over the video bandwidth Bdet-, i-e.

Nout = l.
Bdet

N(f)df (5.35)
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Finally, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the detector output is found

SNR,
out

P2
J

s

B
N* -(Brf Bdet ~ ^T + 4 • Ps N0 B>

(5.36)
>det

V
where Ps = 2V^ is the signal power and No the noise psd at the RF

input. For a SNR of 3dB, an input noise power of -150dBm/Hz and

a RF bandwidth of 500MHz, the minimum detectable carrier leakage
power is shown in figure 5.33, as a function of the video bandwidth

Bdet- A video bandwidth as low as 1kHz is needed to detect a carrier

signal at -90dBm.

60 i iiiiini| iiiiiiii| i i| 111 i ii| iiiiiiii| • 11 • 11 ii|—i i iiiiii| i i nun
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1 'l "'"^ ' ) '' ' '

012345678
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Figure 5.33: Detector sensitivity vs. video bandwidth.

5.7 Measurement Results

The performance and effectiveness of the carrier leakage calibration

loop was verified experimentally. Figure 5.34 summarizes the mea¬

sured carrier suppression.

Output power and targeted carrier power at -25dBc are shown

over the whole WCDMA gain control range. At maximum gain, car¬

rier leakage is kept low at -35dBc by careful design. However, without
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Figure 5.34: Measured transmitter carrier leakage performance.

countermeasures carrier leakage stays constant while the signal is re¬

duced, except when RF gain control is exerted. The implemented
12dB pre-amplifier gain control suppresses the carrier leakage by the

same amount. Additional carrier suppression is obtained, when vari¬

able biasing is deployed in the modulator. The 25dB improvement
provided by above circuit techniques is sufficient for many applica¬
tions. For WCDMA the gain range is much wider and calibration

needs to be applied.

Figure 5.34 shows that coarse calibration provided by the modu¬

lator results in an additional 15dB of measured carrier suppression.
With coarse and fine calibration combined, carrier leakage can be kept
below -25dBc for around 65dB of gain control. Since 17.5% EVM only
needs to be maintained for the first 44dB of gain control, the specifi¬
cations are met by a large margin.

To visualize the effect of the calibration, figure 5.35 shows a trans¬

mitter single-sideband measurement with and without calibration ap¬

plied. Whereas both wanted and unwanted sideband as well as the
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Figure 5.35: Measured single-sideband performance.

3rd-harmonic remain unchanged, with calibration applied the carrier

leakage is suppressed down to the noise floor.

Finally, the best strategy with different suppression techniques
implemented is shown in figure 5.36. While pre-amplifier gain con¬

trol and modulator variable biasing provide sufficient carrier leakage

-100

Output Power

RF Gain &

Modulator Biasing

Coarse

Calibration

Coarse + Fine

Calibration

-10 -20 -30 -40 -50

Gain Setting [dB]

-60 -70 -80

Figure 5.36: Optimum carrier suppression strategy.
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suppression for around 30-35dB gain control range, calibration is not

needed. Coarse calibration alone can be applied next and only for

the last part of the gain control range, both coarse and fine calibra¬

tions are needed. This strategy saves around 60% calibration time

and memory space, the exact amount being dependent on the margin
attributed to process spread. The number of measurements are re¬

duced to around 1500.5 With a 1kHz video bandwidth, the resulting
calibration time is in the order of 1.5s, the number of calibration bits

to be saved around 900.6

5
Assuming coarse calibration is applied for 20dB of gain settings and coarse

and fine calibration together are applied for another 20dB of gain settings.
6Coarse calibration = 40 gain settings • 2 channels • 5 bits

and fine calibration = 20 gain settings • 2 channels • 12 bits
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Chapter 6

Transmitter

Characterization

This chapter presents measured performance of a single-chip WCDMA
transmitter [37]. The direct-upconversion transmitter IC has been

integrated in an advanced 0.13um CMOS process and operates at its

nominal supply voltage of 1.5V.

Section 6.1 summarizes the main evaluation results. At an earlier

stage of the project, baseband filter, I/Q modulator and I/Q divider

had already been implemented in a 0.25um CMOS process, operating
at 2.5V supply. Section 6.2 compares the performance of both imple¬
mentations. An improved understanding of the circuit blocks, more

aggressive design and a lower supply voltage resulted in significant
power savings for the latest version.

6.1 Measured Transmitter Performance

A chip micrograph of the transmitter IC is shown in figure 6.1. The

core area is 2.1mm2. Except for two differential inductors and some

decoupling capacitors, the layout is perfectly symmetrical along its

center axis. For this purpose, the I/Q divider was laid out together
with the I/Q modulator and placed in between the baseband parts
of the two mixers but in line with the mixer switches, as shown in

137
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Figure 6.1: Transmitter chip micrograph.

figure 6.1. To limit the number of pads, a serial 3-wire bus is inte¬

grated on-chip, which controls the configuration of the different blocks

such as gain settings, variable biasing, calibration currents and power

down modes. The chip also contains a complete WCDMA receiver

IC [45] and is packaged in a VQFN40 package and soldered onto a

printed circuit board (PCB) for evaluation.

4GHz LO

Signal Generator

4GHz, 0° power splitter

transmission lineX/2

ION CHIP

I/Q Modulation

Generator
!

_

^Q l/Q Divider ;

*m>—<èn

BB Filter I/Q Modulator

H-Hü*

Preamp

j y50Ohm

Balun Spectrum
Analyzer

Figure 6.2: Evaluation setup.
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The measurement setup is shown in figure 6.2. WCDMA signals
are generated using a Rhode&Schwarz AMIQ signal generator. The

single-ended 4GHz LO signal is converted to differential with a 0° re¬

sistive power splitter in combination with a ^ transmission line drawn

directly onto the PCB. Spectrum analysis, EVM and noise measure¬

ments1 are performed using a Rhode&Schwarz FSIQ3 signal analyzer.
Measured gain step accuracy across the complete lOldB range is

0.4dB, as shown in figure 6.3, dominated mainly by that of the RF

pre-amplifier. The transmitter IC achieves a continuous-wave (CW)
output-referred compression point (oCPidß) of 4.5dBm and delivers

a typical WCDMA output power of OdBm.

o

-20

ê -40
TD

I -60

-80

-100

0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90 -100

Gain Setting

Figure 6.3: Measured gain accuracy.

A measured constellation diagram with quadrature phase shift key¬
ing (QPSK) applied is given in figure 6.4. 4.3% EVM is found at

maximum gain. Despite 1.5V supply, high linearity is maintained as

shown in figure 6.5, where the WCDMA output signal is plotted to¬

gether with the UMTS emission mask. The measured adjacent chan¬

nel leakage ratio is -38dBc at 5MHz offset, leaving 5dB margin for PA

nonlinearity. Two-tone test measurements reveal an output-referred

xTo measure the output noise power accurately despite significant noise con¬

tribution from the measurement equipment, an external amplifier is placed at the

output of the transmitter IC.
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< >

-4.1666667 REAL 4.1666667

Ref Lvl
0 dBm

JF 1,9 GHz
, , ,

SF 3.84 MHz Symbol/Errors
Std WCDMA 3GPPR

Symbol Table

0 11010111 01001101 10001101 01111011 11100111

40 10111000 01001011 01111110 01001011 10111011
80 01001110 10110010 10001110 00101110 10110010

Error Summary
Error Vector Mag 4.29 % rms 7.57 % Pk at sym 660

Magnitude Error 2.71 % rms -7.24 % Pk at sym 660
Phase Error 1.91 deg rms -3.94 deg Pk at sym 60

Freg Error

Amplitude Droop
-915.53 mHz -915.53 nHz Pk

0.90 dB/sym Rho Factor 0. 9967

IQ Offset 3.68 % IQ Imbalance 1. 76 %

Figure 6.4: EVM measurement.

IPs of 19.3dBm and an output-referred IP2 of 52.3dBm.

Out-of-band emissions in the UMTS Rx band at 2.1GHz are de¬

termined by the modulator alone, and that in the DCS band by both

modulator and baseband filter. Measurements show an output noise

psd kept under -146dBm/Hz in the DCS band and under -149dBm/Hz
at 2.1GHz. Since the PA's input-referred noise will be negligible in

comparison, transmitter noise will be below the limit in the DCS

band for both power class 3 and class 4 operation.2 Assuming 50dB

duplexer isolation and no external Tx filter, leaked noise to the re¬

ceiver will be of the order of -177dBm/Hz in case of class 4 operation,

resulting in a receiver sensitivity loss of around 0.4dB.

It is to note that a layout error at the interface between baseband

filter and modulator caused a higher than expected modulator input
impedance, which resulted in 2.5dB signal loss before upconversion.
Since the gain loss happens before the dominant modulator noise adds

to the signal, with this error fixed, a 2.5dB higher signal-to-noise ratio

can be expected in the UMTS Rx band, relaxing the requirements on

duplexer isolation by the same amount. This has been verified exper-

2 Power class 3 : Pout
Power class 4 : Pout

+24dBm
, Nout < -145dBc/Hz

+21dBm
, Nout < -142dBc/Hz
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Figure 6.5: WCDMA output signal vs. UMTS emission mask.

imentally by overdriving the baseband input. Whereas the RF signal
power increased, the measured RF noise power remained unchanged.

Also worth mentioning is the 68mW power consumption, which is

low by any Tx IC standard. At 24dB backoff the power consumption
is more than halved as shown in figure 6.6. The complete measured
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Figure 6.6: Power consumption and output power vs. gain setting.
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transmitter performance is summarized in table 6.1. Single-sideband
results were already reported in section 4.3.8. With the wanted signal
at 2.5dBm, the unwanted image is suppressed by 38dB, while carrier

leakage is at -35dBc, before calibration is applied.

Complete WCDMA transmitter

Typical WCDMA Output power

Gain Range in ldB Steps
Gain Step Accuracy
S22

0

101

±0.4

-9

dBm

dB

dB

dB

oCPldB

0IP3

oIP2

ACLR

Channel @ 5MHz

Channel @ 10MHz

EVM

4.5

19

52

-38

-64

4.3

dBm

dBm

dBm

dBc

dBc

%

Out-of-band Noise

@20MHz Offset (DCS Band)
@190MHz Offset (UMTS Rx Band)

-146

-149

dBm/Hz
dBm/Hz

Image Rejection
Carrier Suppression (at max gain)

38

35

dBc

dBc

Idd

vdd

Area

45

1.5

2.1

mA

V

mm2

Table 6.1: Measured performance summary.

6.2 Performance Comparison of 0.13um and

0.25um CMOS Transmitter

In a first implementation, baseband filter and I/Q modulator were

integrated on separate chips in a 0.25um CMOS process [50]. Chip
micrographs are shown in figure 6.7(a) and (b), respectively. The

overall performance is comparable to the latest implementation in
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(a) Baseband filter (b) I/Q Modulator and divider

Figure 6.7: 0.25um transmitter chip micrograph.

0.13pm CMOS, except for area and power consumption.
The key differences are summarized in table 6.2. The implication

of the smaller technology on power consumption is significant. While

the current consumption of the baseband filter remained unchanged,
a more aggressive design of the modulator reduced the bias current

from 17.5mA to 9mA, even though the output power increased from

0.25um CMOS 0.13pm CMOS

Output Power -10 -7.5 dBm

Area Baseband Filter

Area Mod & Div

0.42

0.69

0.2

0.41

mm2

mm2

Idd Baseband Filter

Idd I/Q Modulator

Idd I/Q Divider

12

17.5

11

12

9

2.5

mA

mA

mA

Idd,total

vdd

40.5

2.5

23.5

1.5

mA

V

Power Consumption 101 35 mW

Table 6.2: Performance comparison.
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-lOdBm to -7.5dBm. This is a result of reduced current consumption
in the OTAs and of an increase of the modulator load impedance from

200Ohm to 250Ohm.

As was stated in section 4.3.7, I/Q dividers benefit particularly
from scaling of CMOS technology. While the size of the mixer switch

transistors decreased from
Q 25^ to

0 1^m, the divider core transis¬

tors reduced from
0 2$Zn ^°

QiSwm
•
^he resulting decrease in load

capacitance allowed the divider load resistor to increase from 200Ohm

to 450Ohm. In addition, since the bias current in the modulator

was lowered, the required LO amplitude reduced from 0.9Vp,diff to

0.5VPjdiff •
With a doubled load impedance and half the output swing,

the current consumption reduced by about a factor of 4, from 11mA

to 2.5mA.

The total transmitter current consumption decreased by 42%. At

the same time, the supply voltage reduced from 2.5V to 1.5V. The to¬

tal power consumption therefore decreased significantly by 65% from

lOlmW to only 35mW.

A smaller process technology generally also results in a smaller

circuit area. Since the overall area is mainly determined by the area

of the integrated passive components, the improvement is less than

for digital circuits. Yet, the modulator area decreased by 40% from

0.69mm2 to 0.41mm2, while the baseband filter decreased by 52%
from 0.42mm2 to 0.2mm2.



Chapter 7

Concluding Remarks

The present dissertation has investigated highly integrated direct-

upconversion transmitters based on CMOS technology. Research has

focused on low-voltage and low-noise design techniques that enabled

the implementation of a low-power, high-performance and highly in¬

tegrated transmitter in 0.13um CMOS technology. This has demon¬

strated that direct-upconversion and CMOS technology are a viable

and cost-effective alternative to superheterodyne and BiCMOS, not

only for low-performance standards but also for very demanding ap¬

plications such as WCDMA.

To conclude, this final chapter briefly summarizes the faced chal¬

lenges, the chosen solution and the achieved performance of the re¬

search that formed the subject of this dissertation. Furthermore, main

directions are highlighted in which future research should be focused

to yield further improvements of the current solution.

7.1 The Challenge

Third generation mobile radio systems based on WCDMA present
additional challenges to transmitter design compared to second gen¬

eration standards such as GSM. Continuous operation of receiver and

transmitter together with limited duplexer isolation, wide gain con¬

trol range, variable envelope modulation and stringent emission mask

145
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requirements make it difficult to implement a transmitter competi¬
tive with second generation solutions in terms of integration level and

power consumption and therefore cost and talk time.

These considerations motivated the present research into highly
integrated direct-upconversion transmitters based on CMOS technol¬

ogy. The scope of this thesis was as follows:

To design a direct-upconversion transmitter for the

3rd-generation mobile radio system UMTS that meets

type approval specifications. The transmitter shall pro¬

vide the highest integration level and lowest power con¬

sumption, while operating at the low supply voltage of
today's 0.13ßm CMOS technology. The present research

should advance the current state-of-the-art in low-voltage,
low-noise transmitter design and pave the way for a cost-

effective, high-performance solution competitive with the

best of today 's commercial products in any technology.

7.2 The Solution

After careful system planning and considering different architectures,
a good candidate to meet those challenges has been demonstrated in

the form of a complete transmitter IC, implemented in 0.13um CMOS

technology and operating at its nominal supply voltage of 1.5V. The

direct-upconversion architecture ensures a high integration level.

Oscillator pulling is alleviated by the use of a digital divider, as lo¬

cal oscillators operating at 4GHz are readily implemented in this tech¬

nology. Most of the transmitter's gain control range is implemented
in baseband filter and I/Q modulator to ensure excellent linear-in-dB

gain control. The use of on-chip tuned loads in both I/Q modulator

and RF pre-amplifier reduces the required supply voltage and attenu¬

ates the signal's 3rd-harmonic. To save power, the bias current in each

block is progressively reduced at lower gain. Finally, the impact of

substrate coupling is greatly reduced by the use of a fully differential

signal path from the baseband filter input to the pre-amplifier output.
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A major part of the research focused on the carrier leakage prob¬
lem of the direct-upconversion architecture. Different solutions based

on circuit techniques and calibration were examined to reduce carrier

leakage. Besides the use of a well-matched layout relying on common-

centroid structures, RF pre-amplifier gain control and I/Q modulator

variable biasing are deployed to alleviate the carrier leakage problem
by some 25dBs in the current implementation. To remove carrier leak¬

age over the remaining gain control range, a carrier leakage calibration

loop is provided.
For this purpose, binary-weighted calibration current sources are

implemented in baseband filter and modulator. In addition, a com¬

plete 8-stage successive-detection logarithmic power detector is inte¬

grated on a separate chip. Operating from a low supply voltage of

1.2V, it detects carrier leakage powers down to around -85dBm. Fur¬

thermore, an optimized calibration algorithm was derived that relaxes

the requirements on the post-detector analog-to-digital converter and

reduces both calibration time as well as calibration bits to be saved.

7.3 The Performance

With carrier leakage suppressed by the aforementioned design tech¬

niques and by the calibration loop, the presented transmitter meets all

type approval specifications for the UMTS standard. It achieves good
linearity, high unwanted sideband suppression and guarantees excel¬

lent linear-in-dB gain accuracy over its complete gain control range of

lOldB. With 68mW, the power consumption is far lower than most

published transmitters for this application in any technology, even be¬

fore savings at low gain settings are taken into account. Finally, the

excellent output noise of -149dBm/Hz is low enough to provide the

phonemaker an option to skip the costly external transmit SAW filter

between the power amplifier and its driver. This further increases the

integration level, reduces the form factor and lowers the overall cost.

In summary, the goals behind this dissertation were met. A direct-

upconversion CMOS transmitter was built that passes UMTS type ap¬

proval specifications, operates at 1.5V supply voltage and, compared
to competing products, shows the highest integration level and lowest

power consumption so far.
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7.4 The Future

After the implementation of a promising first prototype circuit, a few

main directions for future research can be identified. For the current

solution, a higher WCDMA output power would be desirable. On the

other hand, after proving that accurate linear-in-dB gain control is fea¬

sible at radio frequencies, a wider RF gain control range would signifi¬
cantly alleviate the carrier leakage problem of the direct-upconversion
architecture. Major steps towards these goals have already been taken

past the end of the official project.
In addition to the complete transmitter, a highly linear differ¬

ential RF pre-amplifier was integrated in a different 0.13um CMOS

process. As described in section 4.4.2, the amplifier provides 24dB of

gain control in 6dB steps with an excellent measured gain accuracy
of 0.25dB. Operating at a low nominal supply voltage of 1.2V and

consuming only 25mA, it achieves a voltage gain of 17.5dB and a very

high oCP\dB of +11.5dBm. The simple use of this amplifier after

the I/Q modulator will increase the WCDMA output signal power

by 5 to 6dB to around +6dBm, an excellent value in-line with the

best state-of-the-art solutions but with an unprecedented low power

consumption.
Future research should focus on extending the available range of

accurate RF gain control to alleviate the carrier leakage problem. The

ultimate goal should be to remove automatic calibration altogether.
The 24dB of gain control in the separate RF pre-amplifier are a first

step. Extending its gain control range to 36 or 42dB seems realistic

without excessive degradation in gain accuracy, simply by reducing
the size and increasing the number of unit amplifier cells. To increase

the gain range even further, a two-stage amplifier approach should

be considered, which is currently being investigated. In addition, the

I/Q modulator may also handle another 6dB step of variable current

biasing, before too much gain inaccuracy results from the varying
bias current through the mixer switches. Combining those two ap¬

proaches, carrier leakage should be kept below the target over the

whole WCDMA gain control range by design.
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